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INTRODUCTION

Andy Kincaid and the Gang – Mystery of the Mesmerizing Music
September, 1961
   Andy Kinkaid was late.  The Cocoa Beach surfing contest was starting in a little over an hour, but he was headed in the opposite direction.  
Everyone had been acting strangely ever since that groovy new radio station started making nightly broadcasts.  The music was cool, some new rock 
and roll that everyone loved to dance too.  But Andy, and the others woke up every morning, on the beach, with no recollection of what had happened
for at least eight hours.
   This made Andy start to investigate.  It was what he did, just like his old man.  He found that after about an hour of listening, everyone had left for a
construction site, building a metal tower.  A broadcast tower.  He tried to warn the others, but they didn't want to believe.  And now, Susie...
   Susie was the daughter of the head of security for Cape Canaveral.  And she knew how to sneak in to get a great view of blast offs.  And she had a 
Martian in her car.
   Andy pushed his motorcycle harder.  He passed Susie's car near a back gate.  The gate was chained, but loose enough for a person to slip through.  
Andy saw a pile of dirt from the creation of a drainage ditch along the road.  He leaned close to the bike and arrowed for the rise.  He hit it at over one
hundred fifty miles per hour.  As he went airborne, he arched his back, and the bike just made it over the fence.
   Almost.
   His rear tire caught the barbed wire, and exploded.  Andy made his landing, but the bike went wild, the flat tearing the bike about.  He managed to 
get enough control to lay it down and roll.  He came up, covered in scratches and bleeding along his right shoulder.  But he started running.
   The mighty Titan rocket was fueled and ready for tomorrow's launch.  And he could see the lift headed up.  He pumped his arms faster, as he closed 
the distance.  
   At the base of the gantry, he began to climb.  He could see a figure on the catwalk above, and paused a moment to get a good look through his 
sunglasses.  One lens red, the other blue, they were made from the Eye of Mr. Roboto, an eternity shard his father had taken from a devious machine 
man during his time in the Possibility War.  The glasses allowed him to see the truth.  And what he saw wasn't Susie's pop, but a martian in disguise.  
Onward he went.  So fast, his sweating palm once slipped, and Andy's blood froze as he saw the world below.  
   He neared the catwalk, just below the astronauts' entry.  Susie must have heard him.  She was bound and gagged, laying in the lift.  And she started 
to cry at the sound of his approach.  The Martian peered about, and saw him.  A deadly looking ray gun was brought to bear.  Just before it erupted 
with a bright beam of light and electromagnetic energy sliced through the spot Andy had been occupying.  The young detective, meanwhile, had 
jumped, catching a hold of a fuel hose.  His momentum started him swinging.
   A second shot went wide as he jumped again, catching the scaffolding of the far side of the catwalk.  The Martian looked over the edge, and thought
for a moment that Andy had fallen.  But there was no body.  The invader turned about, only to find his opponent standing behind him.  Andy swung a 
mighty right hook, catching the Martian in the jaw.  The disguised alien reeled, and the gun went spinning.  Stopping just on the edge of the platform.
   The alien recovered, and drove his head into Andy's solar plexus, leaving him breathless.  
   Andy executed a flip he learned from a Shinto priest in Tokyo, dropping to his back and driving a foot into the Martian's gut.  The saboteur sailed 
into the air, and plummeted to the ground.  Andy scrambled to his feet, noting the approach of a car.  Its siren and light active.  He sent the lift car 
down.  At least Susie would be safe.
   He hurried to the rocket.  An access panel was open.  He peered in, and thanks to his incredible eyewear he spotted a strange device where it 
shouldn't be.  A series of lights on its display were cycling.  Fewer with each change.  
   “A bomb!” Andy exclaimed.
   Though only the size of a lunch pail, it was as heavy as a bowling ball.  It took precious seconds to lift it clear of the rocket.  Then he scooped up 
the ray gun.  But, as Andy turned to throw the bomb, the men who had exited the car were firing on him.  He ducked, as a bullet whizzed by, grasped 
the bomb like a football and ran the short distance to the other end of the catwalk.
   He threw the box with all his might, and hoped it would travel far enough.  Then he fired the ray gun, targeting the bomb.  Andy then dropped to the
deck, even as the force of the blast threatened to toss him into the air.  
   Once he could hear again, over the ringing in his ears, he peeked over the side.  The men below were still ready to renew shooting.   He called out, 
“hold your fire.”  Standing slowly, he made a show of tossing away the gun.
   In short order, he was standing on the ground.  And he discovered that in addition to Susie's dad, the other men were Astronauts Hunter and Virgil.  
He explained quickly.
   Hunter drawled, “Thanks to you Andy, we can still make our flight tomorrow.  I don't know how we can repay you.”
   He replied, “two things.  One, have a safe trip, and show those Green bums what we can do.  And, can anyone give me a lift, I'm late for the surfing 
contest.”
  They all laughed.

The Cuban Mental Crisis
October 1961
   Kenneth Sanders bounced around in the back of a delivery truck as it sped along the highway south of Havana.  “Right now, I should be starting 
morning calisthenics back at Edwards.”  Instead, he was undertaking a mission so dangerous, the President had personally requested the colonel take 
to the field.
   And Kenneth had to go.  In another lifetime, he had been a petty crook.  But a good man had died in front of his eyes.  Since that moment, he had 
taken up that man's cause, made it his own, and fought in three wars.  And today, he was here to right wrongs, and save lives.
   “Trouble senor.” Came the voice of the driver.  “We have two police cars following us.”
   “Just drive casually Miguel.  As long as they don't put on their sirens or start shooting.”
   The sirens sounded.
   “Miguel, keep going.  Give me a few minutes.”  He opened a case, and began assembling the contents.  “This could still just be a random 
encounter.”  He started putting on the various components.  “But, just in case, be careful when you get back home.  We may have been sold out.  Your
family, the resistance, might be in danger.”



   “I understand senor.  But it could not have been one of my familia.”
   “How far to the bay Miguel?”
   “Five miles senor.”
   The police started firing.  Miguel tried to speed up, but the police cars were faster.  Kenneth hurriedly completed his task.  
   “Miguel, this is where I get out.  Don't slow down.  Circle around, and head back to Havana.  I'll take it from here.”
   He pulled a cord, rolling up the back door.  Several crates covered the back end, and with a shrug of his augmented muscles, they went flying.  Two 
bounced off the front of the first car, one then shattered the windshield.  The driver tried to turn aside, only to have the second car ram him.
   With a single step, he exited the truck.  Then he ignited his jets.  And, with a sonic boom, Rocket Ranger Indigo took to the sky.
   Indigo remained just above the trees, low enough to stay off the radar.  Indigo's suit had been upgraded, modified, and just repaired so many times 
since the original Ranger had died that there was probably nothing left from of that man's armor.  For the most part, now, it was a Air Force Ranger 
armor.  
   In moments, he was over the Bay of Pigs.  Hidden in the trees, where they couldn't be seen from the road or the water, were two Martian Tripods.  
Indigo winged over, leaving before they saw him.  He popped up, his radar showing no sign of any hostiles, or anyone scanning for him.  Indigo 
flipped on his radio.  “Indigo to Yorktown.  Abort mission.  Repeat abort.  I'll find my own way home.”
   If Yorktown got the message, they would call off the submarine bringing in the troops.  Indigo was on his own.  And he had a mission to complete.
   The Rocket Ranger dipped back to tree top altitude, and angled toward the tallest point on the island.  As he drew near, he could see the radio tower.
The one those kids in Florida had reported were sending out hypnotic signals.  And it was being guarded by four tripods.  It was a certainty that at 
least one was providing force field protection.
   Indigo fired his wrist blasters as he poured on the speed, blasting through their lines faster than the Martians could react.  Then he made a second 
pass.  Slower this time.  The walking machines fired their Magna Rays.  Deadly pulses of light came ever closer to the armored hero.  
   And then he flew between two of the machines – which obligingly destroyed each other.  Knowing that wouldn't work twice, he instead moved in 
closer, weaving about the two remaining Martian machines so closely, they couldn't fire on him.  They attempted to maneuver for a clean shot.  And 
played into his hands as one backed into the radio tower.  The metal structure bent, its vital components no longer protected.  Indigo fired both his 
missiles, blowing the Mind Control Tower out of operation.
   And he ran. 
   Kenneth could see the coast when a pair of flying saucers caught up.  Though slow in the atmosphere, they were faster than the jet-powered armor.  
He rolled over onto his back, so he could easily target his pursuers.  Even as they began firing at him, he made a sudden braking action.  The lead 
craft nearly crashed into him.  And as it came close, he fired his wrist blasters, shooting through the canopy and taking out the pilot.  The saucer spun 
out and went into the Caribbean.
   Kenneth then punched it, top speed and went evasive.  The remaining saucer followed, its Magna Rays nearly catching time and again.  But in less 
than a minute, the Martian realized it had been tricked.  Radar pinged both flying objects.  And the USS Yorktown's Chicago Typewriters opened up, 
pounding the alien ship.
   Mission accomplished.  One more good deed to weigh against his past evil.

Olympian on the Grassy Knoll 
November 1961

   It was an unseasonably warm day in Dallas.  President Arthur Fitzgerald had the top down as he drove through, waving to a large crowd of cheering
Americans.  Surely, as he had promised in last year's election, Camelot was at hand.
   But there was one man not smiling.  Laying flat on a grassy knoll, the dark suited hitter for hire known as Black Mark checked a flag hanging from 
the window of the University book depository, then sighted through his scope.  Another few seconds, and he would hit his target, earning his million 
dollar paycheck.  
   A red blur passed in front of the rifle's sights.  He looked up to see a powerfully built man standing in his way.
   The Olympian!
   Frankie was the adopted son of William Badgett, and heir to the magic word that granted him the strength of Heracles, invulnerability of Achilles, 
fleetness of Hermes, stamina of Atlas, ingenuity of Hephaestus, and wisdom of Athena.  With these powers, he was known as the Olympian, 
champion of justice!
   “You would shoot your own president for money?  Have you no pride Mark?”
   “Fitzgerald and is brother made a lot of powerful people angry.  I'm here to send the message.”
   Olympian yanked the rifle from his hands and twisted it like a pretzel.  “Not today you aren't.” 
   Several police men swarmed in to take the assassin away.  And Olympian turned to wave at the president.  He could just hear him, “Thank you, 
Olympian.”
   He returned the gesture, “No.  Thank you, Mr. President.  And God Bless America!”

Russian Trap 
December 1961

   It was late.  The cold winter sun still hours away.  And Oksana Fedorov was not somewhere she shouldn't be.
   She wore a form fitting black leather bodysuit, a number of tools in pouches on her belt.  The suit was oiled to allow her to easily crawl through the 
tight vents of the Committee for State Security.  
   Her husband – an arranged marriage – only worked through the night when something major was in the works.  So she was out to see what Director
Vasily Fedorov was up to.
   She found him in a planning room.  A world map on the wall showed many triangles lit in green, representing Martian dominion.  One, off the 
southern coast of America was gone.  “A victory for our side.”
   He left the room.  Quickly, she used her tools to open the vent grate, and dropped down into the room.  “What was he up to?”
   Before she could look to closely, a metal panel dropped down, sealing her escape.  And the map slid up to reveal a window behind it.  Vasily and the
Martian Commander were in the next room.
   He seemed disappointed.  “You were right,”  Vasily said to the alien.  “The leak was in my own house.  But we have that resolved now.”
   To his wife, he said “You are just in time, Oksana.”



   She drew the small pistol she carried, and fired seven shots into the glass.  It barely cracked.
   He continued, “we have a new method for dealing with those who defy the will of the state.  And you will be our first test subject.  When we are 
done with you, you will be the perfect wife.  Obedient, dutiful, doing exactly what I tell you.  And you will gladly give us the names of your 
confederates.”
   She cast about.  No escape.  He would use her to destroy Russia's only chance at freedom.  
   She had one bullet left.
   One way out.
   A gunshot echoed in the night.

The World of Terra
   Welcome to a world of spies, detectives, and superheroes.  All fighting against an ruthless enemy with evil in its heart.  Its 1962, and Terra needs all 
the heroes it can get.
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CHAPTER ONE
AXIOMS AND WORLD LAWS

Magic Axiom: 8
   Terra once had a stronger magic axiom, but it has waned greatly in the decades since the birth of the industrial revolution – and the discovery of 
super science. Divination is the only magical skill that works with any regularity, and conjuration is not possible.  Apportation magic is possible, but 
it is not that powerful. Alteration magic can occur, but the effects are minor, short-lived, erratic, and take a long time to cast.
   Most serious practitioners – as opposed to dabblers – will use Sorcery, a form of super power.  Although the common person on the street will never
encounter a demon of the sixth plane or witness a villain escape in a puff of smoke that doesn't have to do with a gizmo, magic is possible – and 
relatively prolific if you know where to look. 

Social Axiom: 21
   Full industrialization and urban development are supported at this level, and multi-national governments are developing (the Free League of 
Nations) and the socio-economic concepts of communism, fascisim and capitalism have all been understood for years.  Fascism was quite prevalent 
in Europe in the 1940s, but has largely been eradicated – beyond a small terrorist group.  Communism is not nearly as evidenced in Terra as on Earth, 
though the slaves of the Martians live in conditions that resemble the Cold War conditions of Earth.  In the work force, the blue collar worker makes 
up the largest cross-section of urban societies, while there are still many third-world nations still trying to figure out proper irrigation to avoid yet 
another famine.
   The last twenty years have seen great upheaval.  First was the Big One, Dubya Dubya Two, the Second World War.  And in the aftermath, the Green
Menace had claimed control of Eastern Europe, and parts of Asia.  The rest of the world fears being conquered.  This has lead to the formation of a 
supra-national governing body, and a international army to combat the threat.
   On the home front, growing changes loom.  During the war, minorities – especially women and blacks – took greater responsibilities, fighting side 
by side on the front, or working the factories at home.  In the aftermath, they were expected to go back to how things were.  And for a generation, 
many were quiet.  But those who were not satisfied continued to speak, and have begun to find listeners.  Civil Rights and Feminism are terms that 
have taken hold in certain communities and institutions.  They will almost certainly spark revolution – either one of words, or one of violence.
   Likewise not all international strife is of the Martians' making.  The birth of a new nation on the east banks of the Mediterranean, coupled with the 
aftermath of WWI, has sparked considerable enmity.  The same can be said of many former colonies that have achieved independence, or those that 
still long for it.

Spirit Axiom: 9
   This is, perhaps, the largest difference between Mobius' Nile Empire and Terra.  In the Nile Empire, it seems that long-forgotten Egyptian gods (and
even a few Greek and Aztec ones) are once again able to walk the domain of the living.  But on Terra, they still remain mostly forgotten, only known 
to a few bookworms and persistent archaeologists.  Christians, Catholics and Protestants make up the leading religious factions of Europe and the 
West, Islam surrounds the Arab lands (outside the young nation of Israel) and Africa and Hinduism and Buddhism are quite prevalent in the Far East. 
Miracles of faith are still considered miracles meaning they are infrequent.  Only the most devoted practitioners of religions are able to perform them.
   The exception to this is the presence of mystical objects and religious relics.  As archaeologists and mystic relic seekers dig up the world, more and 
more unexplainable objects of power are being turned up, much to the delight of those factions which would seize them for their own diabolic 
purposes.  These objects are the equivalents of super science gadgets or eternity shards.
   An interesting development note for Terra should be fairly clear.  As the Social axiom is starting to flex and expand again (or collapse, if things go 
bad), the Spiritual axiom is getting neglected.  Men and women of Terra are turning to science (regular and super) for their answers nowadays, and 
churches are almost always emptier than theaters and dance clubs.  

Tech Axiom: 22
   Terra resembles Earth circa 1960.  Militarily, this translates into tanks, jet planes, and diesel submarines.  Commercial flights are common, though 
costs are somewhat prohibitive for the average Joe to take a vacation.  The most common way to travel cross-country is still by train, but there are 
regular flights traveling between large cities in America and Europe, and other parts of the free world.  Routes exist between all large cities, and even 
most smaller ones.  
   On the oceans, things aren't much different.  Trans-oceanic journeys are still made on luxury liners and steam ships rather than airplanes, when time
isn't an issue or money is.  Massive oil super-tankers ply the seas between the Middle East and the rest of the world.
   Medically, organ transplants are becoming more common, and artificial organ research is being conducted.  Crude genetic studies have begun, and 
it is only a matter of time until a “test-tube” baby is born.  
   Atomic power is actually more common than on Earth.  When Eternium is not available, or too expensive, nuclear power is used.  The west has a 
growing arsenal of Hydrogen Bombs and ICBMs.  The Martians, may as well.  Or they may rely on more exotic doomsday weapons.
   Computers exist, but they require large rooms, and specialized programmers.  Project APOLLO has begun sending manned rockets into orbit as 
proof of concept.  Unmanned probes have been sent to the moon and Mars.  The latter have never made it.
   Super science has made for many contradictory developments on Terra.  Several advances have already been made that didn't occur in Core Earth 
for decades.  Terra has even made a few advances that still haven't occurred on Core Earth.  All of this is, in part or in whole, thanks to the efforts of 
Dr. Frest and the other masterminds in and out of labs across the globe.  Because of this, super science allows a boost in Terra's Tech axiom up to 31 
occasionally.  However, any advance above Tech 22 must be based upon some super science principle.  Thus, a stealth fighter is a contradiction on 
Terra, but a cloaking device developed under the guidance of super science physics will perform perfectly well.  Under Terra's Tech axiom, it is fairly 
easy to believe that the Speed Wizard has developed his own perpetual motion-based power pack that never needs recharging while the search 
continues for solar power elsewhere.
   This split Tech level carries over to items being brought into Terra.  Any item up to Tech 22 can be brought in,without any problems, but items from
Tech 22 to Tech 31 only function without contradiction if they were developed using weird or super science.  Anything above Tech 31, weird science 
or not, is a contradiction.  Conversely, items leaving Terra become subject to the Tech axioms of other cosms.  Items developed using super science 
are fine as long as the destination realm supports the Tech level of the item.  For instance, Professor Fury's rocket plane (Tech 23) is fine in Core  
Earth (Tech 24), but it suffers the same problems as the supersonic jet in the Living Land (Tech 8).
   Just to make things a little more twisted, while using a weird science item in another reality might not be a contradiction, using super science in any
reality other than Terra is a contradiction.  So, Professor Fury might fly his rocket plane without contradiction in Core Earth, but he couldn't repair it 
without contradiction if it broke down.



The World Laws
The Law of Morality
   [This world law is essentially the same as the world law of the same name in The Nile Empire sourcebook it is reiterated for clarity here. Its use 
does not cause a contradiction in the Nile Empire]
   All great action novels and comic books have one basic plot: the battle of good versus evil.  Whether it be a tale of the lowly street detective taking 
on organized crime, a patriotic soldier defending his home from invaders from afar, or costumed crusaders duking it out for the Lost Chalice of Alet-
Su, there are always two sides to the battle. And only two sides (even though people on either side might not always work together).  Reflecting this is
Terra's most basic law, the Law of Morality.  Every man, woman and child has a inherent “goodness" or "evilness."
   For most people, approximately 90 percent of the population, their morality is good.  A good person is one who general looks out for the well-being
of other people. Typical "good" people are your loving mother and father, who, without question, raised you in the accepted ways of society; the 
shopkeeper next door, who every now and then gives the little kid a free piece of candy and, of course, costumed heroes.  
   Falling into the "evil" category are those heartless few that are concerned first and foremost for themselves.  Gun-toting gangsters, heartless second 
grade teachers that give F's for the sheer joy of watching little boys cry, and maniacal pulp villains bent on world domination are a couple of 
examples of who could be deemed evil.
   Note that enemies in a war are not necessarily evil.  In Terra's Great War, the Entente was not made up entirely of Good people, and the Alliance 
was not made up entirely of Evil people.  Most of the soldiers and civilians were Good - they were simply following the conscience of their countries.
Of course, a soldier on one side might think that all soldiers on the other side are Evil, but that's only a perception, not a reality.
Acting Good and Evil
   The distinction between the two is usually fairly easy to detect. The cub scout that helps the little old lady across the street is obviously acting in a 
good nature, while the psychopath that runs that same little old lady down is fairly easy to mark as evil.  Generally, a good person is one who follows 
the accepted social behaviors of the majority.  For instance, a patriotic soldier who fends off hoards of martian invaders to defend his family is 
categorized as a good character.  An evil soldier is one who follows, without question, his leader's order to murder a helpless woman and newborn 
babe.  Compassion is a good indicator of a good action.  A good action is one that helps others or, at a minimum, does not cause harm to another.
   The coming social revolutions are an odd case.  Most who oppose equality for women and blacks aren't evil.  This is simply the way things are, and 
always have been.  But their minds won't be changed with riots and blood.
   Of course, the insidious nature of Evil has crept into Terra as well.  Part of the world's "progress" has been the fact that many Evil people can 
suppress their evil tendencies enough to "pass" as Good.  This does not cause a contradiction, as it is detectable through inclination detection (below),
and it has been in Terra for quite some time - it's just becoming more prevalent now.
Good and Evil in Play
   Every single Terran character has an inclination, and all characters from that cosm must align with Good or Evil. (Player characters, "Storm 
Knights," can only be of Good inclination.)  Once a character's morality is determined, that character must strive to live up to it.  A Good hero will, 
ideally and almost always in reality, put aside personal safety when it means that he can save someone else from harm (not doing so should be 
penalized).  An Evil villain will constantly be plotting his next diabolic act, and Evil villains will often try to convert Good characters to Evil.  
   For normal Ord-rated personalities, this is an absolute.  A Good reporter will always act in the best interest of his public audience, even if it could 
cost him his job.  The slightest sign of corruption or unpatriotic intrigue would force a reporter to investigate so that it can be stopped.  Similarly, the 
selfish, conniving sleaze investigator won't let a single scandal slip by unnoticed - but only because it will advance his own career at the cost of 
another's.  An Evil reporter will take bribes to suppress a story, however, and he will also "bend" the truth to make the story more "interesting."  
   Possibility-rated characters have a bit more flexibility, but it comes with a cost.  Sometimes the line between good and evil is razor-thin and it may 
be crossed.  For every act against one's morality, the cost is one possibility.  For instance, the Dark Avenger who watches callously as his foe is 
swept into a raging whirlpool could be considered Evil for a moment.  Overall, he is probably still good, because the death of his foe will save lives, 
but such a cold act would still cost a possibility because justified murder is still murder.  Be warned, however, this sort of action must be closely 
monitored.  If a character is deemed to be "ignoring" his chosen morality excessively, the gamemaster might penalize him more than one possibility 
at a time, or he may even end up switching sides.  If so, this dramatic change causes the character to forfeit all of his possibilities. 
   [This part of the Law of Morality is an addition to the Nile world law and may be adapted for use in the realm.  It is not a contradiction – just a 
new slant on the same idea.  Note that a character who has no possibilities when he or she is penalized automatically switches inclination 
immediately.]
Inclination Abilities
   A character's morality is considered an inclination. A character has an inclination for good or evil.  With this come additional, special abilities that 
Terran Storm Knights have at their disposal.
   Detect Inclination: Any possibility-rated character who plays an Alertness card can detect the inclination of another character with a successful 
Perception total against the target's Spirit total. A character can only make one such roll against a target per adventure, unless the target acts in 
accordance with his true inclination often.
   Two final notes on the ability: one, the detecting character must be able to see his target.  The target can be unaware of the action, but he must still 
be visible so that the subtle clues that give away a person's inclination can be viewed.  Two, gamemasters may, at their own discretion, allow their 
non-player characters to invoke this ability without an Alertness card by spending a possibility instead.
   Inclination Seduction: Another tool in a Terran character's belt is the ability to sway any enemy.  History is filled with misguided heroes, reformed 
criminals and other pulp turncoats.  This is because the forces of good and evil are powerful indeed.  A possibility-rated character can, once per act, 
attempt to seduce a foe over to his own side. This inclination seduction requires a successful Charisma roll against the target's Spirit.  The result 
points are tallied and checked one the "General Results Table" with the following results: 
   A Good result or less does not successfully sway the opponent, but it does cost him a possibility.  If the opponent has no possibilities to lose, then 
his or her inclination is changed.  
   A Superior result causes the victim to have to decide. He can either switch to the opposite inclination or forfeit two possibilities. As with a Good 
result, a lack of possibilities forces the seduction.
   A Spectacular result forces the inclination change or a forfeiture of three possibilities.
   Note: Morality changes due to Inclination Seduction under the Law of Morality do not cause the forfeiture of all of the target's possibilities (see 
above under "Good and Evil in Play").  This is the only exception to this rule.
   Also note that, in order to perform an Inclination Seduction, the character must roleplay the situation.  He must talk to the other character and try to 
persuade (roleplaying-wise, not skillwise) the target character to change inclination.  A player who roleplays well should achieve bonuses to his 
character's Inclination Seduction attempt, while one who does not should receive penalties.  Just saying "Tum to Good/Evil!" is not very motivating, 



but a villain who straps down a hero, tortures him, endangers the hero's family, and threatens the character's pet dog has a significant edge.  Likewise, 
pointing out to an Evil character how his life of crime will lead only to death and despair (probably in the near future) and negotiating from a superior
position will make a big difference. 
   Think about appropriate movies and comic books for ideas.
The Price of Evil: Being able to willingly ignore your morals for self-glory does not come without a cost. Dimension-hopping characters of evil 
inclination will always find it difficult to win their battles when coming home.  As a result, every time a an evilly-inclined character returns to Terra, 
he loses a possibility. It is Terra's subtle hint that it favors the side of good over evil.  This penalty should only be applied once per adventure.

The Law of Drama
   [This world law is also nearly the same as the world law of the same name in The Nile Empire sourcebook, and it does not cause a contradiction in 
the realm.]
   The Law of Drama has no real game mechanics. It is primarily a notice to the gamemaster to make sure that every adventure is inundated with 
pulse-pounding trials and tribulations. By no means should a hero's adventure be a walk through the park.  Cliffhangers are the name of the game 
when it comes to writing tales of daring-do and every adventure should contain their fair share of pitfalls and traps.  
   Also, every Act of a Terran adventure should have two dramatic scenes - usually one leading right into another.  Sometimes, the beginning of an 
adventure will contain a short, dramatic scene that gets things going (and that is the first of two dramatic scene in the adventure).  Terran adventures 
probably have fewer Acts than other Torg adventures, but many more scenes - brief pauses instead of long ones, leading into more excitement and 
danger.

The Law of Action
   Adding to the adrenaline level of every fight is the Law of Action.  This world law states that every possibility-rated Terran can spend two 
possibilities on a single action, taking the better roll of the two.  These possibility expenditures are naturally limited to only those actions which 
wouldn't cause a contradiction on Terra.  
   Spending two possibilities works this way: the Terran character declares he is going to spend the first possibility.  He then waits to see if it is 
canceled.  If it is, he can then declare he is going to spend a second possibility, which mayor may not be canceled as well.
   If the first possibility is not canceled, then the Terran character rolls.  If he likes the roll, he sticks with it. If he doesn't, he spends another possibility
(which, if canceled, still lets him use the first one, since it wasn't canceled).  If that isn't canceled, then the Terran character gets to choose which one 
he'll use - they aren't combined.
   [This section of the Law of Action is slightly different from the one in The Nile Empire sourcebook, but it can be adapted for use in the realm as 
well, if the gamemaster likes it.  If not, then it is a modification for Terran characters only.] 

Law of Heroism
   [This is a new world law and it does cause a contradiction in The Nile Empire.]
   Closely tied to the Law of Action is the last of Terra's world laws, the Law of Heroism.  This law states that any Drama or Hero cards played on 
Terra must be for a significantly heroic or villainous act (regardless of the character's inc1ination).  Terran roleplaying is dull when a powerful Drama
card is spent on jumping across a five-foot pit.  This law forces a hero to save that card for a really important time, like when that same pit has 
become a fifteen-foot ravine with a forty foot drop into a  raging river stocked with hungry piranha.  It becomes even more important when that 
ravine is what prevents the hero from escaping the rampaging hoards of the entire Zulu nation which are hot on his heels.  Now that is heroic!
   Note to Gamemasters: This, unlike the Law of Drama, may cause some problems in your campaigns.  The Law of Heroism relies strongly on your 
deciding whether or not an action is heroic or villainous.  Generally, this should be fairly easy to decide, but in those rare cases where it isn't, avoid 
fighting with your players. If it does become a matter of contention, simply let the player go ahead and use the possibility.  Since the action isn't a 
critical one anyway, it doesn't really matter if the player uses the card and it just may make things more exciting later.  Terra demands action, not 
arguments.



CHAPTER TWO
NEW RULES

Character Creation
   On Terra, there are two options for character creation, Heroic and Superheroic.  Consult your gamemaster to determine which option to use.  Any 
Languages and Scholar:Culture skills available on Earth are found on Terra.  

Heroic
   Heroic characters are the equivalent of Storm Knights from other realities, and follow the rules for creating Nile Characters.  They receive 5 points 
for Gadgets/Powers, though actual powers – beyond a super-attribute or super-skill – should be rare.  They may, if they wish, take Alternate Identity 
at 1 rank for free.  (If they do not do so, they do not get any other benefit).  This is the option for creating detectives, spies, and other heroes that rely 
on their wits and determination, rather than the power to fire energy beams from their eyes, while flying under their own power.
   Heroic characters may have one attribute at 14.

Superheroic
   The second option is for making the sort of hero who wears a bright, colorful, costume, and battles evil with incredible powers.  These characters 
are given the same basic numbers of attributes and skills as Heroic characters.  They also get one free rank in Alternate Identity.  
   Furthermore, Superheroes gain 10 points in Super Powers.  This can include Gadgets, but most superheroes have powers of their own.   To 
compensate, Superheroes must take 5 points in disadvantages, over and above the 10 points most characters are limited to.  They must take a 
minimum of:
   Employed:Superhero or EARTH (2) – either they are freelance, but can not look the other way when people are in need; or they work for the 
Agency fighting for Terra's freedom.  It is possible the character may also work another job to pay the bills, perhaps a reporter, or a police scientist.
   Devotion:Heroic Code (2+) - the heroes code prohibits certain behavior – such as killing (this rule might only apply when dealing with 
supervillains, it generally does not restrict doing what is necessary to fight the Martians) or torture (spooking the thug, or roughing him up a bit might
slide, but not an Evil act like torture), using one's powers for fame or to make money (for personal gain, making a diamond to save an orphanage, or 
as a gift to a loved one is a different matter), 
   Enemy:Archvillain (1+) - your nemesis.  The villain that defines you. 
   Superheroic characters are limited to attribute maximums of 13, unless the Super-attribute power is used.  If so, the maximum is 25 (13 base, plus 
three for the first ranks, plus nine for the additional ranks).

Advantages and Disadvantages
   Terran characters may technically possess the Magic, Miracles, and Psionics advantages, but most often, these will be simulated with Super Powers,
such as Sorcery, or Mind Control.  Martial Arts are also possible, but the true masters will employ chi abilities in the form of super powers (these 
generally replaces the Master, and sometimes even Major maneuvers.
   The Alternate Identity and Additional Power Point advantages from the Khem Cosmbook are available to Terran characters.

   Characters may wish to purchase a vehicle or have a base of operations, either of which might have special qualities of their own.

Bases
1 Publicly Known – Your base is decently secure and has facilities sufficient for a team your size.  But, it is a public landmark.  There may 

even be tours, or civilian support staff.
2 Secret, Urban Base – The Base is still in or near the city you are based in.  But it is a secret.  
3 Remote Base – Your base is in a distant, inaccessible area.  In addition to being hard to locate, it can feature stronger security measures.
4 Remote City – Your home base is a secret city of your own people.  You have an small army or allies or supporters.
5 Special – See Below

Vehicles
1 Motorcycle – A 1-2 seater ground vehicle.  Features a 2-way radio, simple sensor suite, and 2 small gadgets (2 points).
2 Car – A larger ground vehicle which can carry 2-6 passengers.  Can incorporate up to six gadgets (4 points).
3 Jet or VTOL – An aircraft (or surface boat) with room for 1-4 crew.  May carry heavy weapons or similar large gadgets (8 points)
4 Large Trans-atmospheric or Submarine Craft – Carries about a half dozen comfortably, but can carry around 2 dozen in an emergency.  

Carries heavy weapons or gadgets (12 points)
5 Special – See Below

Special – Mobile Base
5 The EARTH Aerial Fortress or Pacific Seabase.  Your team has a virtual city, with a large crew/support staff.  

It is mobile, with some form of camouflage or means or maintaining its secrecy (such as being on the ocean floor or in orbit).  
But it carries a fleet of type 3 and 4 vehicles.  And has a wide variety of personal gadgets as well as extensive onboard colossal weapons or 
gadgets. (16 points).



New Skills
   The following skills are found on Terra.  Underlined skills are Difficult.  * means the skill requires a limitation.
Agility
Flight – Rocket Pack, Rocket Ranger Armor, Self-Powered Flight
Martial Arts* any style available on Earth may be selected.  It is possible that unique variations can originate in isolated corners of Terra.
Dexterity
Energy Weapons – Rayguns (any ranged weapon or targeted energy gadget requires this skill to use)
Vehicle Piloting*
Air includes Flying Saucers
Land includes Tripods, Mole Machines, and other wheeled, tracked, or legged machines
Space includes Rockets and Capsules
Water surface ships (man-powered, wind-powered, coal, or coal/diesel/nuclear powered), and submarines (including sub-fighters) 
Mind
Super Science
Attributeless
Super Power* limitation: a specific super power, applied to the most appropriate attribute(s).

Super Powers
   People with special powers or devices have existed for decades, maybe even centuries.  But in the last few decades, ever more heroes and villains 
have emerged, with ever greater powers.  
   Game systemically, Super Powers function much like Pulp Powers.  If you are only taking the first rank.  Power Ranks are similar to skill adds.  
During character creation additional ranks cost one advantage (or power) point.  In play, they may be increased at a cost of New Rating x 5.  Ranks 
may increase a power value by more than +1 per rank, see the chart below.  Like skill adds, powers are limited to ten ranks.  Adding boosters to 
gadgets functions as if a new rank is being added, and the gadget's owner must pay the skill point cost.
   To buy new powers in game, multiply the Cost (see chart) by 10.  This requires GM permission.  It is advised that player's make note of powers that
they intend to develop in play during character creation.  For example, a character with elemental manipulation and elemental sheath (fire), might 
specify flight as a power the character will eventually gain (when the player has sufficient skill points).
Cost – The number of advantage points required for the first rank of the power at character creation.  This value x10 is the skill point cost in play.
Value – Specifies the attribute(s) the power is applied to, the bonus (if any) for the first add, and the bonus for each additional add.
Range – includes self (only applies to the character or item), touch, a distance in meters.  Value means the power value in meters.  i.e. 15 equals 1km.
Base – The 'Attribute Value' when applied to a gadget.
Skill  - If the power requires a skill to use.  Powers marked “Y1” use an existing skill - such as Find for Dark Vision, or Running for Running.
Sorcery – the base difficulty number for this power as a spell.

   Many of these powers closely resemble their Nile counterparts.  Some have slight modifications, and others are completely changed.  With few 
exceptions, these powers may be expanded to truly superhuman levels (such as Super Attribute levels of 25).  Power costs may be adjusted by 
advantages and disadvantages.



SUPER POWERS

POWER COST VALUE     RANGE        TECH BASE  SKILL SORCERY
Absolute Vision 3 PER+6/--     self          25 12     Y1     23
Adrenaline 3    AGI&STR+3/spec. self          26 9     N     24       
Animal Companion 3    CHA+5/--     unlimited           26 5     N     24
Animal Friend 3    CHA+2/2     voice          26 7     N     24
Animate Object 5 MIN+5/2 value 28 8 N 30
Astral Projection 3/7 MIN+10/2   self 25 5 N 28
Body Armor 3 TOU+3/3 (Max. 5) self 26 8 N 28
Brainbuster       3    MIN+5/1     15m           28 10     Y     26
Chameleon           5    CHA+5/1     self           27 9     Y1    27
Claws               2/3   STR+3/--     self          25 10     Y1    23
Dark Vision           3    PER+5/--   self          24 20     Y1    23
Darkness 3    SPI+5/--     5m            27 12     N     25
Dazzle 3    STR+2/3     25m           20 12     Y     18
Dispersal 5    TOU+10/1   self           31 5     N     31
Duplication 6 SPI+2/1 self 30 5 N 30
Elemental Manipulation 5 SPI+10/1    3-10/25/40    27 10     Y  30
Elemental Sheath 5 STR&TOU+2/2 self 27 10 N   28
Emotion Control   5    CHA+5/1    15m            28 8     N     28
Energy Bolt 4    SPI+10/1    10/25/60       27 7     Y     26
ESP 3 PER+5/3 Value 26 10 Y1 28
Extra Limb(s) 2 STR/2 self – NA N 27
Far Vision 2    PER+10/3    value         25 10     Y1    22
Flight 3/4   AGI/1        self          24 12     Y1    22
Fog Screen 3    TOU+5/--     10m           21 13     N     19
Force Field          5    TOU+10/1   5m            30 10     N     30
Gravity Control    4    SPI+5/1     100m        28 13     Y     27
Healing 4 SPI+3/1 touch 26 11 N 30
Hex 6 SPI+5/2 10m 29 7 N 28
Illusion   6    MIN+2/1         value         28 9     N     29
Increase Density    3    TOU+2/2         self          30 5     N 31
Invisibility 4    MIN+10/--       self         30 13     N     30
Jump 2    AGI-3/1         self          23 6     Y1    20
Life Support   2    NA              self          21 6     N      23
Machine Interface 5 PER+5/1 5m – NA N 30
Magnetism 2    SPI+10/1        30m          28 13     Y     25
Mind Control       5    MIN+5/1         5m            28 8     N     28
Mind Reading        5    MIN+5/1         25m          28 7     N     28
Mind Shield 5 MIN+10/1 self 26 10 N 28
Molecular Mimic 6 SPI+5/2 touch 30 6 N 30
Omnivorous 4 STR+5/2 self – NA Y1 30
Paralysis 4 SPI+10/1 10m 26 7 Y1 30
Precognition/Postcognition 3/4 PER+5/3 self or touch 26 10 Y1 28
Poison Secretion   6    END+10/1        touch        24 16     N   26   
Possession 6 MIN+5/1 5m 29 8 N 33
Power Drain         6    SPI/1           touch        29 15     N     29
Power Resistance    2    X+5/1           self         30 15     N     31
Radio Hearing   1    PER+5/--        self         26 15     Y1    24
Regeneration        5    END+5/--        self          27 6     N     30
Running   3    AGI/1           self         22 10     Y1  20
Sense Danger 3    NA              self         – NA     N     28
Sense Magic          1    PER+7/3         value         28 9     Y1    15
Shapechange 6    SPI+10/+1      self          30 5 N 30
Size Manipulation 5/7       self          30 5     N     
   Grow STR&END+7/1  30
   Shrinking             AGI+5/1         28
Sonar 2    PER+5/3         self         26 15     Y1 23
Sonic Scream        3    STR+5/1         10m           27 9     Y      28
Sorcery               6    NA              NA           – NA         Y --
Stretching 4 AGI+2/2 self 30 5 Y1 30
Super-Attribute     3    X+3/1           self         27 NA     N      25
Super-Sense 2    PER+5/3         self         25 10     Y1     23
Super Skill 3    X+3/--          self         26 NA     Y1    14
Summoning 6/10 CHA+5/2 value 29 5 Y 30
Sustenance 1/3 END+15/3 self – NA N 26
Swimming 3    AGI/1          self         20 9     Y1     18
Telecommunication 2    PER+5/--        value        27 10     Y      24
Telekinesis 4    MIN+5/1        value        28 12     Y      27
Teleportation 5/6   TOU/5           self          30 8     N      30
Vampirism (NPC) 3 SPI+15/-- touch 30 NA N 35
Wall Walking 3    AGI             self          27 6     Y1     25
Webs   4/3    STR+9/1         3-15/20/25   27 10   Y      26
X-Ray Vision 3    PER+5/3         self         25 20     Y1     23



Absolute Vision 
Cost: 3   
Action Value: PER+6/--    
Range: Self    
Tech: 25   
System Limit: 12 
Sorcery DN: 23
This power gives the character 360-degree vision and improved vision. Using the power is a simple action, and must be taken as an action. The power value is used 
instead of PER for vision perception rolls.  This power can also be used to design heroes with sharp senses who are very difficult to surprise.  When attacking a 
character with 360 degree sight, characters recieve no benefit from blindside or surprise attacks.

Adrenaline 
Cost: 3   
Action Value: AGI and STR+3   
Range: Self   
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 9 
Sorcery DN: 24
This power lets the character tap into their reserves, removing all shock damage and boosting their STR and AGI.   This power may be used once per day per rank.
 
Animal Companion 
Cost: 3   
Action Value: CHA+5/--   
Range: Unlimited   
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 7 
Sorcery DN: 24
This power gives the character one specific animal companion that is loyal to them and with which they have a strong bond. They will do anything for each other, and 
can manage to communicate...the animal will understand the character's speech, and the character will just understand what the animal means.  There is a DN of the 
animal's Spirit to send the companion away on a dangerous mission, the only time a roll is needed.  This power may be purchased multiple times (at one level each) for 
additional Companions.

Animal Friend 
Cost: 3   
Action Value: CHA+2/+2   
Range: User's Voice   
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 7 
Sorcery DN: 24
This power gives the user the crude ability to communicate with all members of the animal kingdom. This communication is limited to very simple "communications" 
since almost all animals are only capable of communicating very simple ideas and feelings. You couldn't use this power to stroll up to an elephant and ask if he has seen 
three trucks full of shocktroopers recently, for example. But you could ask "Is danger present?" or "Where is the nearest danger?" To ask one question successfully, the 
user must make a roll with a DN of the animal's Spirit.   If the animal is of the same inclination as the character, then the character can get the animal to perform one 
simple task by making a roll with a DN of the animal's Spirit. If the task would put the animal at risk, a Superior success is required. 

Animate Object
Cost: 5   
Action Value: MIN+5/+2   
Range: value   
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 8
Sorcery DN: 30
The character can animate and “bring to life” an inanimate object.  The object is under the complete control of the hero and can be made to do his bidding until it is 
destroyed, the character shuts off the power, or the character is is rendered unconscious.  In the last two cases the object becomes inanimate again.
  The difficulty to animate an object is equal to object's Toughness.  The object has access to all its normal abilities.  The power value (not total) is divided between 
Agility and Dexterity (Minimum of 5 each).  The object's Strength is equal to its Toughness (which is unchanged).  
   Animated objects can act and move at the whim of their master.  Some will be able to move or act more effectively depending on the nature of the object; a bicycle 
will have a much easier time moving than a fork.  Obviously a lava lamp will not be as effective in combat as a lawnmower; a rifle has a greater attack ability but no 
means by which to move.  
   The character can animate one object per power rank, but doing so is a One-on-Many (or Multi-) Action.  Objects remain animated for a number of minutes equal to 
the power value.

 



Astral Projection
Cost: 3/7
Action Value: MIN+10/+2
Range: self
Tech: 25   
System Limit: 5
Sorcery DN: 28
The character can split her soul from her body, leaving behind the physical form and traveling unencumbered.  She is now a non-physical spiritual entity, which can not 
directly affect anything physical.  Character's in this form may only be detected by Mental Powers, and are immune to mundane detection.
   The character may travel at incredible speeds, equal to the Power Value.  She can ignore physical barriers, and suffers no ill effects from hostile environments, such as 
vacuum, volcano interiors, or deep water.  Since her spirit is on another plane, she may only be harmed by other creatures that are in astral form, or by mental attacks.
   Her physical body lies in a trance-like state while she is gone, and can easily be attacked.  It must receive normal nourishment to stay alive, and can be moved without 
the character's knowledge.  She will know if her body is being harmed, and if her body is destroyed while her spirit is missing, she is stranded as a spirit.  She will begin
to fade away, unless she can find another uninhabited body.  She loses one from all Mental and Spiritual Attributes (Her Physical Attributes are already zero), when one 
of her four Attributes reaches zero she dies.
   This fading will also occur if she does not return to her body after the Power Value + a Bonus Number in Time Value.
   For 7 points, the character's body transforms into a ghost, and remains with her on the Astral Plane.  She may remain in this form for the Power Value + a Bonus 
Number in Time Value.

Body Armor
Cost: 3
Action Value: TOU+3/+3 (Max. 5 Ranks)
Range: Self
Tech: 26    
System Limit: 8
Sorcery DN: 28
Your character has a naturally hardened skin that provides protection against physical attacks caused by kinetic force (punches, clubs, bullets, cannonballs, etc.) and 
most energy types.  The Power Value acts as the character's armor value.  If the character's appearance is altered by this power, say by having a carapace or just scaly 
skin, he should take the flaw Strange Appearance.  
   If the armor will always have a single type of damage it is vulnerable to, it provides no protection against this type.  If the armor does not protect against energy, or 
Kinetic, or some other broad type of attack forms, the cost is reduced by 1.  If it has no vulnerabilities, the cost is plus 1.

Brainbuster 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: MIN+5/+1 
Range: 15 meters 
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 26
Brainbuster inflicts mental damage against a target. To use it, the character must maintain eye contact for a full round (successful Maneuver in combat). If the contact is 
kept, the Skill Total (PER Based)is compared to the target's Willpower.  The taget takes the Result Points plus Power Value in mental damage, which can only be healed 
by time, psychology or powers.   If the attack results in negative result points, those are read as damage on the attacker. 

Chameleon 
Cost: 5 
Action Value: CHA+5/+1 
Range: Self 
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 9 
Sorcery DN: 27
This power lets its user change her appearance. The Power Value is added to Disguise to provide the DN for anyone else to make a Find roll to notice something wrong. 
Mass, height, sex, etc., cannot be changed with this power, but a good enough success means the user can make a reasonable try of it. 

Claws 
Cost: 2/3 
Action Value: STR+3/-- 
Range: Self 
Tech: 25   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 23
This power gives the character claws on their hands. Normal claws have a cost of 2, retractable claws cost 3. Unarmed Combat skill applies. 

Dark Vision  
Cost: 3 
Action Value: PER+5/--
Range: Vision 
Tech: 24   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 23
This power lets the character see in the dark. The character takes no penalties to skill use or Perception rolls in the dark. The character is immune to the effects of the 
Darkness power.



Darkness 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: SPI+5/-- 
Range: 2.5 meter radius globe centered on character 
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 12 
Sorcery DN: 25
Use of this power creates a field of darkness around the character. The Power Value is the DN of a Find roll to see the character or anything else in the darkness. Attacks 
on an unseen character are at -5 to hit. The user of the power can see through it. 

Dazzle 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: STR+2/+3 
Range: 25 m 
Tech: 20   
System Limit: 12 
Sorcery DN: 18
This power creates a flash of light that can blind an opponent. The power total is compared to the target's Perception; the number of success levels is the number of 
rounds the target is blinded. A blinded character has all skills that rely on sight reduced by 3. 

Dispersal 
Cost: 5 
Action Value: TOU+10/+1 
Range: Self 
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 5 
Sorcery DN: 31
This power lets the user become incorporeal. They may pass through objects with a Toughness equal to or less than their power total. All physical attacks on the 
character have the power total treated as armor. The character must multi-action in order to make physical attacks.  Such attacks ignore armor up to the power value.  
Characters with Dispersal 20 or less look like vague, misty versions of themselves(Stealth+1/additional level).  Until at Dispersal 29 or greater, the character is a nearly 
invisible mist (Stealth +10).   Unless the character has a special movement power, they move at AGI-4 while dispersed. 

Duplication
Cost: 6
Action Value: SPI+2/+1
Range: Self
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 5
Sorcery DN: 30
The character has the ability to make duplicate selves, splitting off to create a number of copies. A character can have a number of duplicates up to her Duplication 
power rank without any attribute degradation of the clones. The character can have an additional amount of duplicates beyond the first group but theses duplicates will 
have all their attributes and powers reduced by 2. A third set can also be produced but their attributes and powers are further reduced, this time by 4. This process can go
on until an attribute cannot be reduced (attribute rating of 0).
   Furthermore, duplicates can make duplicates, each counting toward the character's duplicate total. However, the character loses one rank in all Attributes, Skills, and 
Powers, permanently, for every duplicate that is killed!
   To activate the power, the character generates a power total, difficulty of her highest attribute.  All duplicates share the same Life Points and Cards.

Elemental Manipulation 
Cost: 5
Action Value: Varies, Generally STR (or SPI)+10/+1 for active use)
Range: Varies, default for ranged abilities 3-10/25/40
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 30
Elemental manipulation powers give the character the ability to affect the primal forces of the universe to staggering effect. All manipulation powers are based on how 
well the character can dominate the forces of nature. The managing skill for all manipulation powers is Super Power:[Elemental] Manipulation (SPI-based skill), ranged
attacks use the skill adds with either Perception or Dexterity (chosen at character creation). 
   The general chart of difficulties below can apply to the powers in this section. Each power has its very own list of effects that can be achieved with the power.

Effect difficulty modifier chart
People/things                                                       area                                  complexity                                                                              difficulty modifier                          
small item, or a handful of tiny items 3m slight (lighting a torch/light bulb) +3
a person or man-sized object  +0
a few people, personal vehicle 10m great(collapse a building, up local gravity) +5
group, small mass transport 40m remarkable(fill a city block with vegetation in a +8

day or doubling power's max range)
crowd, large mass transport 100m awesome(changing all the windows in an office +10

building to iron)
horde, huge mass transport 400m astonishing(changing to skin, eye, and  clothes of +13

everyone in an office building blue)
a large population 1km unbelievable(creating a tornado inside a house) +15
a city population 10km beyond comprehension(whisper a secret into the +20

ear of a person while standing on the moon)
+1/additional level



Air Manipulation
Your character can manipulate wind, creating strong gusts of air that buffet her opponents. She does standard damage for this power.  In addition to damage, this power 
does double the normal knock back for its damage.
   For each additional rank, you may choose one of the following: 
   She may also make an area that is absent of air creating a vacuum.  Although the area can be moved into and out of by anyone, people in the vacuum will suffocate.  In
order to keep the radius centered on one target, the character must make an opposed roll of Air Control skill versus the target's Agility or Dodge.
   The character may breathe comfortably in this or thick atmospheres for 30 minutes per rank.
   The character can create fog by trapping minute water particles in the air.  The fog obscures vision causing a penalty to perception checks of +1 per rank of the power. 
The difficulty to create such an area is easy and modified by the size of the area (note the manipulation chart)
   The character may create a volume of air equal to one cubic meter per rank of the power.  The difficulty to create such an area is easy and modified by the 
manipulation chart.
   The character may manipulate the wind around her making it difficult for those flying.  By adding greater resistance she may reduce their air speed by 10 meters per 
rank.  This effect can be kept constant as long as she concentrates.  The difficulty to create such an area is east modified by size on the manipulation chart.
   This power also allows the character to fly with a movement rate equal to the value of the governing Attribute, plus one per additional rank.
   She may hold her breathe and act normally under extreme atmospheric pressures for 10 minutes per rank of power.

Darkness Manipulation
Your character is able to create a radius of inky darkness around her equal to twice her power rank in meters.  The perception penalty is -5 (half concealment) at the first 
rank, increases to +8 (three quarters concealment) at the second rank, and +12 (total) at the third.  The power can be projected up to normal range if the character 
chooses, and centered on a target, where it will stay for rounds equal to the rank of the power.  The user is also affected by the darkness penalties, unless she has Dark 
Vision, or the Symbiotic Relationship limitation.
   The character uses this power to resist light-based powers.
   The darkness can become tangible; able to physically react with its environment, extending tentacles to attack and grapple opponents withing melee range (the rank of 
the power is used for grappling), with non-lethal damage equal to the power value.  The character can make a number of tentacles equal to twice her power rank and are 
treated as the extra limbs power.  Each tentacle has a Toughness of 10 plus one per additional rank of the power.   Tentacles are immune to Shock and KO damage, but 
are severed after two wounds, and cannot be regenerated for 8 hours minus the power rank (minimum 1 hour).
Symbiotic Relationship (-2) the character can feel the physical sensation through the tentacle and and damage done to the tentacles is taken directly by the character.  
However, she is immune to the darkness penalties of her own power.

Earth Manipulation
Your character has the ability to manipulate rock and soil.  This power gives her many astounding powers over terra firma. Primarily, she has the ability to cause 
earthquakes in a radius centering on her and radiating out.  This effect makes it hard for others to stand upright and move effectively.    
   This effect creates a penalty to anyone attempting a reflex related action, equal to her power rank, and reducing movement rates by 2 meters for every rank of the 
power.
   For each additional rank, you may choose one of the following: 
   She can use this power to cause solid rock to jut up out of the ground, attacking everyone in a radius around her to cause the power value in damage.  Opponents 
receive a reflexive dodge to move out of the way.
   Earth can also be manipulated to rise up out of the ground and attempt to grapple or slap opponents out of the air. The range and damage for suck attacks is normal.  
Grapples use the power value as the Strength attribute.
   The character can create areas of quicksand to trap an opponent.  The character makes an opposed roll versus her target's agility or dodge skill.  If the roll is a success 
her opponent is trapped in quicksand and may not break free unless they make a successful Strength check against the power value.  The difficulty to create such an area
is moderate and modified by the size of the area.
   The character can also create dust storms by throwing loose dirt or sand into the air.  The dust obscures vision casing a penalty to perception checks of +1 per rank of 
this power.  This effect can be kept constant as long as she concentrates.  The difficulty to create such an area is moderate and modified by the size of the area.
   Lastly the character can open passages through solid rock and move through them.  This effect can be kept constant as long as she concentrates. The difficulty to 
create such an area is easy and modified by the size of the area.

Energy Manipulation
The character can manipulate the electromagnetic spectrum. This includes gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet radiation, visible light, infrared radiation, microwaves 
radiation, and radio waves.
   For each additional rank, you may choose one of the following: 
   She can see or sense using the other parts of the EM spectrum. Reduce any perception check penalties by half for visibility.
   The character can emit beams of energy from her body doing normal damage.
   The character can absorb and redirect energy directed at her or in her general vicinity.  She can grab a light pole and drain the energy or absorb the power from a car 
battery by touching the object and concentrating.  The effect value (or other appropriate number) is read on the power push table.  The results are added to this power 
value for one action (must be used within the scene).  For each point of reduction, this bonus may be maintained for additional time (i.e. -3 gives four total rounds).
   Create a null space where no energy will flow through.  The difficulty of this feat is difficult and modified by the area covered.  All mechanical items that use some 
sort of power source must make a roll versus the rank of the power or stop working in that area.  The effect lasts for minutes equal to the power rank.
   The character can create an energy field that will protect her against energy base damage.  Energy based damage treats this power as an armor value.
   The character can read computer hard drives by touching them, hear phone conversations by touching a phone wire and watch television by focusing on particular 
radio waves.  The difficulty of the action is difficult modified by the GM.
   The character's body can act as a living battery powering items that she touches or is near.  The character can produce one megawatt of electricity per power rank and 
energize items withing an area.

Fire Manipulation
   This power allows your character to control and manipulate existing fires, not create new ones.  The range, area, and damage are standard, but may be altered per the 
standard Elemental Manipulation rules.  This power will not function underwater, or in a vacuum.  Ice or Cold-using opponents take +2 damage.
   Other possibilities include:
   The fire can also be made to move at a rate of 2 meters times the character's power rank per round.
   The area affected by the fire can be expanded or contracted by the character.  The difficulty to is modified by the size of the area.
   The character can also make an existing fire strike at a foe as a ranged attack with a normal range, and damage based on the intensity of the fire.
   At rank 3, the character can make a small fire burst into an inferno at a predetermined time in the future.  This effect is usually used as a trap but other more benign 
uses for this power have been known.  The character must first alter the flame intensity up to the level and size she wants and then set a time for the small flame to burst 
into its larger version.  The “timer”can be set for any time from 1 second up to a maximum of minutes equal to the rank of the power.
   This power can also be used to make a fire burn less intense, reducing the damage accordingly.  Roll the same roll as for increasing intensity, but subtract your roll 
instead.
Create Fire (+1) the character may conjure the fire for this power, without need for an existing source.



Ice Manipulation
   This power gives the character a wide array of powerful abilities related to manipulating, creating, and attacking with ice.  The primary use of this power allows the 
character to create 1 cubic foot of ice per rank, temporarily blocking doorways, window, etc., until the ice melts in minutes equal to twice the power rank (in cold 
environments the GM may decide to increase the duration or even make it permanent.  The ice wall has a Toughness equal to the power value.
   Other possibilities include:
   The character can also attack with this power, doing normal damage.  Fire-using opponents take +2 damage from this cold-based attack.
   The character can use her power to grapple an opponent by encasing him in ice.  The target remains grappled until he breaks free or until the ice melts (2 minutes per 
power rank).  The range for such attacks is normal and uses the power value as the lifting value.]
    The character can make a thin sheet of ice upon the ground, making opponents fight to stay upright.  The difficulty to create such an area is easy and modified by the 
size of the area.  Targets take a penalty equal to the power rank when attempting any agility based action or skill.
   The character can also use the power as a transportation method, creating an “ice sled” moving at a rate of 7 plus one per additional level of the power.  This requires 
the purchase of an additional rank.
    The character can create localized snowstorms in an area. Anyone is the area of affect takes freezing damage from the intense cold, normal damage for every minute 
of exposure.  All ranged attacks, and perception skills requiring sight are increased by +1 per rank.  The difficulty to create such an area is moderate and modified by the
size of the area.  This requires the purchase of an additional rank.

Light Manipulation
   The character can manipulate the many different aspects of light. Offensively, she can fire lasers which do normal damage.
   Other possibilities include:
   The character can affect the light waves that are absorbed by an object, making the colors change to whatever color she wants.
   The character can energize light particles surrounding an object and make it glow for minutes equal to the power rank.
   The character can create a bright glow about her person that makes it hard for opponents to target her as per the Dazzle power.
   The character can create hypnotic patterns and mesmerize opponents causing a Stymie result.  
   For each additional rank, you may choose one of the following: 
   The character has the ability to bend light around herself or other rendering those in the area of effect invisible (see invisibility power for details). The difficulty to 
create such an area is easy and modified by the size of the area or number of people affected.
   The character can create an absence of light, blanketing an area in total darkness. A side effect of this ability is perfect night vision, suffering no penalties from 
darkness - unless there is an absolute lack of ambient light, in which case the character suffers normal darkness penalties.
   The character can see in all the spectrums of light and receives uses this power as her resistance to Dazzle attacks.  The darkness projection power is resisted in a like 
manner as well.
   At rank 4 and higher the character can solidify light, creating shields (Armor Value is TOU (or SPI)+10 +1/rank.
   Finally, the character can create light based illusions. Others are allowed perception rolls (power rank versus their perception or search) to discern if the illusion is 
real. These are not quite as good as the illusion power - they are missing aspects other than sight, and can be disbelieved if a successful perception or willpower roll is 
made (Difficulty 8).

Matter Manipulation
Cost: 6
   Your character has the astounding ability of transmutation, the ability to change the properties of matter itself! At its most basic application the character can transform
simple matter. The duration of these effects is equal to the rank of the power in minutes. After the allotted time has elapsed the matter reverts to its original state.

Matter Manipulation Chart Difficulty
   Alter the shape in simple ways (creating holes in walls) 5
   Change one type of matter into another.  Difficulty depends on how far apart the matter's original form is from the new one 
(living being always receive a resistance roll or willpower or Endurance +10). 10
   The character can change his substance into something else while retaining his form.  Characters with this ability may only shift into one 
specific substance, which must be specified when this ability is taken.  Duration is concentration.
   The player may select up to four points (not ranks) in other powers related to the chosen form, per rank in this super power 
(thus 2 ranks means 8 points in other special abilities).  Body armor and life support are common ones. 15
   The character can reshape and alter matter into more complex forms (changing a boulder into a swing set).  It's easier to break a substance 
down to its base elements, and more difficult to build one up from scratch.  The chart below determines the  difficulties of such actions. 20

Modifiers Difficulty Modifier
Per cubic foot transformed of manipulated +3
Making the change permanent +15
Trying to alter a living being target's willpower+10
Simple organic to simple organic, simple inorganic to simple inorganic +5
Simple inorganic to simple organic +10
Simple organic to simple inorganic +5

Plant Manipulation
This power allows your character to control up to 3 square meters per power rank of plant matter.  You can order the vegetation to become animate and attack.  It attacks
with a skill and Strength and Toughness equal to your plant control power value (Generally based on Spirit not Strength).  The animated plant matter can move at a rate 
equal to the character's Spirit in meters per round.  Normally, the character must spend her action to keep commanding the plants in combat - they have no will or 
intelligence of their own.
   Other possibilities include:
   Your character also has the ability to alter the size of vegetation.  Multiple plants can be made to grow creating walls or bridges using this power. Plants come in all 
shapes and sizes, and with this power, the character could grow a microscopic piece of vegetation (scale -24) into enormous sizes. At high ranks of this power, a microbe
in a person's stomach could be made to grow to gargantuan sizes - hurting or even killing the person.  If the power is used in this manner, it does lethal damage.  For 
every rank of the power the plant's size is altered one scale rank.  External armor or defenses will not protect against such an attack.
   She can reduce the difficulty of movement rolls by 2 per rank of the power.  If used to impede progress the traveler must make a maneuver roll with a difficulty equal 
the character's margin of success on a Super Power:plant manipulation (SPI) skill roll.
   Walk through plants without tripping or leaving tracks (the characters power rank is added to the tracking difficulty).
   Immunity to plant related poisons or toxins.  The character may use her Toughness+10 +1/rank to resist any poisons.
Create plant soldier (+2) the animated plant matter can act on its own volition, having a limited will. The character can give them orders when she initially creates 
them, and does not have to spend her own actions to order them around in combat.  She can change their orders later, but she does not have to exert her own will to force
them to move.  A plant soldier has physical attributes equal to the power value and no discernible mental faculties.



Sound Manipulation
This power gives your character complete mastery over sound waves. She can generate completely new sounds, make existing sounds deeper or higher, or even make 
noises come from strange locations.
   Other possibilities include:
   She can also precisely deliver a whispered message to a person within her range without anyone else hearing.
   This power may also be used to dampen or heighten sound around the character.  Others trying to make hearing perception rolls in a sound nullified area have 
penalties equal to to the rank of the power.  If the power user is generating a loud noise, others in the area must make an opposed roll of willpower versus your power 
value to concentrate.  If the opposed roll is successful, a victim may act normally.  If the roll fails, read the results on the Trick table.
   Sound control can be used to negate the effects of the sonic scream power.
   She can use the power to amplify minute or low noises making them audible or even blaring.
   The character can use her power to garble any noise made or make it sound completely different.  This allows her to mimic voices, make the sound of sirens, or even 
make it look as if someone had said something they did not.  This requires the character to roll her Super Power:sound manipulation (PER) versus the target's 
Deduction.
   Directly attacking a person's eardrums destroying their sense of balance and equilibrium as per the Sonic Scream power.
   Sonar can be rendered useless against someone using the sound control power to mask her whereabouts - roll a test of sonar versus sound control to perceive the user.
   
Water Manipulation
With this power the character has incredible control over the elemental forces of water. The power has many astounding effects that make elemental manipulators using 
this power extraordinarily formidable.  For example, your character can project a destructive jet of water from her body causing normal damage.
   For each additional rank, you may choose one of the following: 
   The character uses water projection as a form of locomotion, propelling himself on a jet of water. His movement rate is MRS 8 +1 per rank, or MRF 5 +1/rank.
   The character has the ability to breath and act underwater with no restrictions on movement, and suffers no ill affects because of deep ocean pressure.
   The character can create a volume of 10 cubic liters of water per level of this ability by condensing stray water vapor from the air.  In extremely dry areas such as arid 
and desolate tracts of deserts the amount is reduced to half this amount.  This water can be used to create watery barriers (TOU+10 +1/rank).
   The character can create fog by trapping minute water particles in the air as per the Fog Screen power.
   At level 4 and above the character can separate pure water from harmful liquids leaving behind pure drinking water.  This effect can be used on a living being, 
separating the water from a person's bodily fluids hurts and can even kill them.  The character must roll her Super Power:water manipulation versus the target's 
Endurance, causing the result points in damage.
   The character can make a corridor of dry land through a body of water 4 meters wide and 50 meters long with an easy difficulty. For every additional 50 meters added 
to the corridor (width or length or a combination of the two) add an additional +3 to difficulty.
   In large bodies of water the character can create tidal waves, whirlpools or waterspouts.  First determine the current water rank, then the the water desired - the 
character makes a skill roll equal to the difference between the desired rank and the current rank.  The area of effect is a radius of up to your water manipulation power 
value. 

Water Rank Difficulty Level
clear calm water +0
choppy (+5 swimming difficulty) +5
large waves (4 meters) (+15 swim difficulty, +5 boat piloting) +10
huge waves (8meters) small waterspout (15 meters high) (+15 swim difficulty, +10 boat piloting) +15
large waterspout (20 meters high) small whirlpools (radius of 20 meters) (may grapple and drown characters) +20
tsunami waves/huge waterspout (40 meters high) large whirlpools (radius of 100 meters) (may grapple and sink ships) +25
   (+20 swimming and boat difficulties (failure results in power value damage)
Weather Manipulation
   The character can manipulate the weather, changing it in varying ways by rolling the difference between weather “ranks”, or intensities.  First determine the current 
weather rank, then the weather rank desired - the character makes a skill roll equal to the difference between the desired rank and the current rank.  The area of effect is 
a radius of up to your weather manipulation power value.  Changing the atmospheric environments indoors or in a small area is much more challenging task, and adds to
your difficulty.  Attempting this feat causes a penalty of +10 on the weather severity chart.  In all cases, the environmental effects of the weather ranks may affect 
everyone but the user within its area of influence.

Weather Rank Base Difficulty
clear sunny day +0
cloudy +5
raining: visibility -25% +10
stormy/snow: visibility -50% +15
monsoon/blizzard: visibility -75%, AGI, DEX and Movement -2 +20
hurricane: visibility -75%, AGI, DEX and Movement -4 +25

   Other possibilities include:
   The character may fly on the winds, with a movement rate of 7 +1/rank.
   She also gains the ability to project lightning, damage equal to the power value.  In stormy weather, she may strike 2 targets; in a monsoon, up to 4 targets; and as 
many as 10 targets in a hurricane.
   The character has the ability to change the air temperature, difficulty 5 +5 per five degrees.
   The character can crate fog by tapping minute water particles in the air this functions as the Fog Screen power, but with an area of effect as determined by this power.



Elemental Sheath
Cost: 5
Action Value: STR & TOU+2/+2
Range: Self
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 28
The character has the ability to cover himself in some sort of elemental energy or substance.  In hand-to-hand combat, the elemental sheath damages any opponent who 
grapples the character automatically, without the character expending an extra action to attack.  The power may be also used to augment brawling attacks, causing 
additional damage when he makes contact with a foe.  In any case, the character can actively control the sheath, so that she doesn't burn a hole in the carpet while 
enveloped in flame or electrocute all computers when covered in electricity.  The type of sheathe must be picked at character creation form the following:
Air Sheath - Kinetic energy attack do -2 per rank less, and poison gas attacks do -4 per rank less, in damage to your character.  The character may add +2 per three ranks
to any brawl attack when the elemental sheath is activated.  Opponents who grapple the character suffer no additional damage from an air sheath.
Earth Sheath - A hide of rock, soil, and plant life covers the character.  The character receives a bonus of +2 per rank to negate damage and does and additional +2 per 
rank in hand-to-hand combat with an opponent when the sheath is activated.  Opponents who grapple the character suffer no additional damage from an earth sheath.
Electrical Sheath - The character can disrupt electronic equipment with a touch, doing +2 per rank to her normal physical damage to it.  Electrical attacks do -1 less 
damage per elemental sheath ranks.  The character may add +2 per rank to any brawl attack when the elemental sheath is activated. Opponents who try and grapple the 
character suffer the STR power value in damage while in contact with the character.  Those with Power Drain may be able to drain off the sheath, negating the power.
Fire Sheath - The character can set fire to any flammable material that she touches.  Flame attacks do -2 less damage per Elemental Sheath rank.  The sheath is 
completely ineffective underwater, and ice and water attacks do +2 to their normal damage against the character.  The character may add +2 per rank to any unarmed 
damage when the elemental sheath is activated, and opponents who try and grapple the character suffer the STR power value in damage while in contact with the 
character.  Those with Power Drain may be able to drain of the sheath, negating the power.
Ice Sheath - Ice and water attacks do -1 less damage to the character per Elemental Sheath rank, but flame-based attacks do +2 damage.  While in water, the sheath 
becomes larger and gives the character TOU+4 per rank protection, but at a sacrifice of mobility (-1 Agility penalty per rank of the power activated while in water).  The
character may add +1 per rank to any unarmed damage attack when the elemental sheath is activated.  The character can keep cool is really hot environment, too.  
Grappling opponents take the STR power value in cold damage when in contact with the character.
Insect Sheath - The character is covered in a mass of living insects that swarm around her body.  All attacks are reduced by -2 per rank of this sheath but once the sheath 
reduces damage equal to the power rank time 20 the sheath is dissipated and all the insects are dead (a rank 3 sheath can take 60 points of damage before it no longer 
works).  The character must wait 10 minutes per rank to regenerate a new sheath by gathering new insects. Grappled or grappling opponents may become flustered or 
panicked by the nature of this sheath.  When a grapple is made by or against the player her opponent must make a willpower roll STR power value on the Intimidate 
table.
Poison Gas Sheath - Anyone who breathes in this sheath takes damage equal to your character's STR power value.  Wind attacks will disperse the gas enough to make it 
totally ineffective.
Water Sheath - The character is enveloped in a sheath of pure liquid while suffering no ill effects such as drowning.  The character may negate her TOU power value in 
damage against fire-base attacks and gas attacks.  Ice and electrical do +2 damage, but sound or kinetic attacks are negated by -2 per rank. Foes who grapple water 
sheathed characters muse make a moderate stamina roll to hold their breath, or take drowning damage.
Elemental Form  Cost 7
The character is not simply covered with the element but becomes it. While in the elemental form the character becomes almost invulnerable to the element, receiving 
an additional +2 of damage reduction per rank of the power.  The character may also use the element as a conduit by which to travel and move more rapidly, moving at a
value equal to the STR power value through the chosen element.  Liquid or Gaseous forms gain benefits similar to Dispersal, the character may flow around (or through 
if appropriate) solid objects with a toughness less than the TOU power value.

Emotion Control   
Cost: 4/5 (Cost is 4 for one emotion, 5 for any/all)
Action Value: Cha+5/+1
Range: 15 meters 
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 7 
Sorcery DN: 28
Fear: This is the power to generate irrational fear in opponents. To use the power, the power total is compared to the target's Willpower. A 'spooked' character always 
goes last in the round.  A minimal success results in the target being spooked for 1 round. An average success spooks the target for 2 rounds. A good success spooks 
them for 3 rounds and stymies them. A superior success spooks them for 4 rounds, stymies them, gives them -5 to all totals, and forces them to try and run.  On a 
spectacular sucess, they will either surrender immediately (if the Fear-ing character is Good), or take the result points as mental damage (if their nemesis is Evil). Evil 
characters can kill through fear.  Most characters with this power have some trademark action (a laugh, a scream, a pose) associated with the power.
Love reads as Charm, with the Target's attitude improved accordingly.  While the power is in effect the target behaves as if this attitude is normal.
 Other Emotions will use the most appropriate Interaction Table.  Duration is equal to the value of the Power Total, with the target recieving attempt per level of attitude 
adjustment to shake off the emotion.  If the victim is not willing, then after the power wears off, their base attitude is worsened by one level.  If the target is already 
feeling the emotion, or its opposite, then the Gamemaster may establish modifiers to the DN.

Energy Bolt 
Cost: 4 
Action Value: SPI+10/+1 
Range: 3-10/25/60 
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 7 
Sorcery DN: 26
This is the power to throw energy bolts. To-hit rolls are based on Dexterity, though skill adds may be bought for this attack.  The Power Value plus Result points is the 
Damage Value. 
Acid Bolt – Continues to burn for a second round, at base Damage Value.
Bio-Energy Blast – Affects living creatures, but not unliving, animated or inanimate objects.
Flame Bolt – Flammable materials continue to burn as base Damage Value until destroyed or extinguished.
Force Bolt – Kinetic attack, does Extra Knockback.
Lightning Bolt – Electronic Devices take +2 Damage.
Magic Bolt – Range 2-5/12/20, Ignores Physical Armor 
Mental Bolt – Action Value MIN+10/+1, Range 2-5/12/20, Mental Damage
Projectile Bolt – Quills, Talons, or some other form of physical projectile, Armor-Piercing (5).
Super Breath – Range 2-5/12/20, Damage STR+8, Extra Knockback, Area Effect (Cone) – 2m at medium, 4m at long.
Vibration – Range 1-3/6/10, Area Effect (Circle) – centered on the user.



ESP
Cost: 3
Action Value: PER+5/+3
Range: Value
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 28
ESP allows a character to sense things at a range not normally possible.  The character is allowed to use all five senses normally while using ESP but is completely 
oblivious to her immediate surroundings.  It is easier  to see a location that is known to the character, whereas locations unfamiliar to the character are harder to 
visualize.
   A roll is required each time the character wishes to perform an activity with this power, such as searching a room, hearing a conversation, or smelling what's cooking 
in a pot.  Once the character has successfully invoked the power, she must make a Find (or other appropriate skill check) to analyze the area.  This skill check is limited 
by the power value.  If the skill check fails the image is dreamlike and and unclear.
Location Difficulty
A place the character is intimately familiar with  10
A place the character has been once 12
A place the character has seen in a book on on TV 15
A place the character was told about briefly 18
A completely unknown place 22
Additional 100km range +10 each 

Extra Limb(s)
Cost: 2
Action Value: STR/+1 
Range: Self
Sorcery DN: 27
Your character has an extra limb for every rank in this power.  This limb can be defined as virtually anything- entangling hair, a whipping tail, an extra arm or leg, etc.  
The character is considered ambidextrous with these limbs and gains a bonus 2+the Many-on-One based on the number of extra limbs when attempting to grapple.  
Alternately, the character may have fewer limbs, instead adding a bonus +2 to damage per power rank to existing limbs. For example, with extra limbs rank 4, a 
character could opt to have eight total limbs, or six total limbs, two with +2 to damage.  A character with one rank could opt to replace her legs with a single tail, that 
grapples or whips for STR+2 damage.

Far Vision 
Cost: 2 
Action Value: PER+10/+3 
Range: Value 
Tech: 25   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 22
This power lets the character see what is happening to one specific target, giving them a vision as though they were 10 meters away from the target.
 
Flight 
Cost: 3/4 
Action Value: AGI/+1
Range: Self 
Tech: 24   
System Limit: 12 
Sorcery DN: 22
This power lets the character fly under their own power. The Power value is the speed of flight.  For a cost of 4 points this power uses the Power Push table rather than 
the Speed Push.

Fog Screen 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: TOU+5/ 
Range: 5 meter radius globe around user 
Tech: 21   
System Limit: 13 
Sorcery DN: 19
This power lets the character create a globe of fog or smoke that blocks others' view. The globe lasts for 10 rounds or until dispersed. All attacks aimed at a target in or 
behind the fog are at -5 to hit. The power value is the DN of Perception rolls to find something in or behind the fog, though making such a roll does not cancel the 
penalty.   The character is immune to the effects of their own fog screen. 

Force Field 
Cost: 5 
Action Value: TOU+10/+1 
Range: 2.5 meter radius globe around the character 
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 30
The force field power surrounds its user in a globe of invisible energy. The value of the power is the user's armor value.  If used on self only it has unlimited duration.  If
the user may project around others, the power may be used for a number of rounds equal to the user's SPI and it must be rested for 1 minute between uses.  At values of 
20 or more, air and other gases do not penetrate the field. 



Gravity Control
Cost: 4
Action Value: SPI+5/+1
Range: 10 (100m) ?
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 13
Sorcery DN: 27
Gravity Control can be used to decrease gravity  enough to lift objects or increase gravity enough to crush objects or push them down.  To affect an object the character 
first generates a  Super Power (Gravity Control) or Dexterity roll against the target's Agility or Dodge.  Stationary objects are difficulty 5.  
   After hitting the target, the controller can either increase or decrease gravity in regards to that target.  To decrease gravity, the character adds the result points to the 
Power Value, and compares it to the weight value of the object or person being lifted.  the result points of that are the speed (in meters per round) at which the target is 
levitated upwards.   
   Increasing gravity is done by comparing the power value plus result points against the target's Toughness.  the result points are read as damage.  The Power Push value
of that result are also subtracted from the target's Agility for the power's duration.
   There are other applications to Gravity Control as well - for example, if a character is standing on a wooden flor, he might fall through if his gravity were increased.  A
character who zooms up against the ceiling of a building might go through - or get hurt.  The Gamemaster will figure such things on a case-by-case basis.
   Gravity Control has a duration of one round, but can be extended with result points against a non-resisting target.  This power can lift objects but not make them fly, it 
does not bend gravity.

Healing
Cost: 4
Action Value: SPI+3/+1
Range: touch
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 11
Sorcery DN: 30
Your character can heal wounds by her very touch, affecting other of herself. She heals the power value on the Healing Table.  A character may only be healed once per 
day regardless of the number of ranks in this power.  The power may be used once per rank per day.  At ranks 3 and higher, she can also reattach severed limbs or 
regenerate lost organs, and in the case of mental damage may be able to restore lost memories or heal brain damage.  At Rank 6 or higher she may heal groups of 
people, all sick or injured persons within a distance value equal to the number of ranks (15-100m).
   For a cost of 5, she may also mend inanimate objects as well.  She may now restore shattered doors, fix automobiles, mend broken glass, etc. 
Transference Healing
   For a cost of 3, the character can only transfer her personal life energies to heal others.  She cannot heal herself, she can heal any number of shock points, K, O or KO 
conditions, or Wounds.  She takes half of this damage herself.

Hex
Cost: 6
Action Value: SPI+5/+2
Range: 10m
Tech: 29   
System Limit: 7
Sorcery DN: 28
The character has the ability to change the probability of the successful completion of her target's action.  Hexes can be either a boon or a bane for her target, and must 
be stated before the power is used.  The target of the Hex must make a successful Willpower versus the Power Value.  If the target fails to resist, she is vulnerable that 
round.   If the Hex is a bane, use the Trick/Taunt chart.  If it is a boon, on a Minimal/Average result the target gains a +2; Good/Superior gives an Up condition; 
Spectacular gives an Up/Setback; Spectacular+ gives a Player's Call.

Illusion 
Cost: 6 
Action Value: MIN+2/+1 
Range: Value
 Tech: 28    
System Limit: 9 
Sorcery DN: 29
This power allows the user to create illusions in the minds of others, capable of fooling all the senses. The user's power value is the DN for anyone to make a Perception
roll and see through the illusion (such a roll is at +3 if another character has seen through the illusion already and tells the rolling character).  Illusion-caused damage is 
only the result of mental stress, and wears off once the illusion has been stopped or seen through. 

Increase Density
Cost: 3
Action Value: TOU+2/+2
Range: Self
Tech: 30    
System Limit: 5
Sorcery DN: 31
The opposite of Dispersal, Increase Density  causes the character to become more molecularly dense, increasing her Toughness, Weight, and Strength.  The power value 
replaces her Toughness.  And for each level of the power, her weight value and Strength increase by one.

Invisibility 
Cost: 4 
Action Value: MIN+10/-- 
Range: Self 
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 13 
Sorcery DN: 30
This power makes the character invisible in the visible spectrum. The power may be maintained for a number of rounds equal to the Power Value. The power value is 
the DN for any Perception checks to find the character. Attacks on an invisible character are at -3 if the Perception roll to find the character are made, -10 if it is not. 



Jump 
Cost: 2 
Action Value: AGI-3/+1 
Range: Self 
Tech: 23   
System Limit: 6 
Sorcery DN: 20
This power lets the character jump remarkable distances. The power value is the character's long jump limit value. They can jump straight up for power value -3 in 
distance.  All pushes are read on the Power Push table rather than Speed Push.

Life Support
Cost: 2 
Action Value: None 
Range: Self 
Tech: 21   
System Limit: 6 
Sorcery DN: 23
This power lets the character survive in a hostile environment indefinitely.  If underwater, the character is amphibious, and immune to the pressure in deep water.  If 
outer space, the character is immune can survive without oxygen, perhaps the power generates it in some manner, and is immune to the vacuum and cold.  Desert or 
arctic options would protect against the extreme temperatures, and compensate for lack of water.  The GM may restrict environments, for example living inside a 
Volcano would likely require powers to resist the Damage Value of the Magma.

Machine Interface
Cost: 5
Action Value: PER+5/+1
Range: 10m
Sorcery DN: 30
The character can communicate (and with a bit more effort, control) mechanical devices.  The user can control machines and make them perform their function.  The 
difficulty goes up the more complex the machine is and rises further depending on the amount of machines being controlled.
   A machine can never be made to act outside its function – a toaster can not strangle a man, but it can be made to burn the toast, even on the lowest setting.  The more 
complex machines may have more functions and have more ability to do things outside their realm of expertise.  A robotic welding arm in a factory can be made to 
punch someone nearby or tap a button since the function of the arm is more versatile.  This power does not allow the character to animate machines – only control them 
and make them function.
   Computers are complex, and can be manipulated to provide all sorts of information as long as the computer has access to it.  If the computer or machines are tied into 
a network of other machines then the character can transfer his consciousness to that remote location and control devices there; in this manner a character can 
theoretically travel all over the world and even into outer space (the difficulty to reach a location is equal to the machine's complexity).
Machine Complexity DN
Mundane simple machine (toaster, washing machine) 5
A machine of minor complexity (CD/DVD player, automated factory robotic arms) 10
A complex machine (Computer) 15
A highly complex machine (an AI sentient robot) 20+
Command Type Modifiers
Simple Command (Burn Toast, Open/Close) +3
Average Command (TIVO my favorite show) +5
Difficult Command (Compile all last known locations of villain) +7
Complex Command (Build me a car from scratch) +15
Commands from a remote location +10
Multiple Machines One-on-Many

Magnetism 
Cost: 2 
Action Value: STR+10/+1 
Range: 30 meters 
Tech: 28  
System Limit: 13 
Sorcery DN: 25
Magnetism lets the character attract or repel ferromagnetic material.  If the skill roll (DN 10) succeeds, the power acts in the desired fashion; if the roll fails by a 
Superior or worse margin, the power works, but in the opposite mode.  The total weight affected is the power total. The maximum speed of the pull or push is 1/2 the 
power total.  The power is normally on for five rounds. To reverse the polarization requires a new roll. 

Mind Control 
Cost: 5 
Action Value: MIN+5/+1 
Range: 5 m for initial control, then unlimited 
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 8 
Sorcery DN: 28
This power lets the user take over someone else's mind, giving them verbal or telepathic orders that they must follow. The DN is the target's Willpower. The power total 
is the value of the duration of the control. The victim gets (5 - levels of success above average) attempts to shake off the control, which are spaced evenly through the 
duration.  The shakeoff attmempt is a Willpower roll against the power total.  Orders that are particularly unpleasant to the victim give them an automatic attempt to 
shake off the control, if they have any attempts left, with a +3 bonus. Other events, such as a friend trying to shake them out of it, can let them use another shakeoff 
attempt without the +3 bonus.  The initial control may not be against multiple targets at the same time.  Mind Control does not confer the ability to telepathically send 
orders. 



Mind Reading 
Cost: 5 
Action Value: MIN+5/+1 
Range: 25 Meters 
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 7 
Sorcery DN: 28
This power lets the character scan other people's thoughts. Minimal or average success gives very surface thoughts and emotions. Good success gives full thoughts, with
some context. Superior success gives carefully hidden thoughts. Spectacular success lets the character rummage through the target's memories.  Mind Reading may not 
be used on multiple targets.   This power also allows Telepathic communication, but only with one person at a time.  See Telecommunication.

Mind Shield
Cost: 5
Action Value: MIN+10/+1
Range: Self
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 28
The character projects a field that negates psychic powers of equal or lesser value.  Unfortunately, the field prevents the character from using such powers herself.  
However, it can be maintained as long as the character is conscious.  If the character has an Extended Duration Advantage the power will function while asleep or 
unconscious.  If the character takes Extended Range, it can be used to protect others, or simply negate enemy Psychics in the area.

Molecular Mimic
Cost: 6
Action Value: SPI+5/+2
Range: touch
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 6
Sorcery DN: 30
This ability allows the hero to alter her molecular structure to mimic the structure and properties of things being touched.  For example, if she touches a steel I-beam, 
she would become as tough as tempered steel; touching a piece of cork would allow her to float with its buoyancy.  The hero's Agility, Strength, Endurance and 
Toughness attributes change according to the substance touched.  Check the list below for examples and ideas.  Her STR, END and TOU attributes are replaced by the 
value of the substance, her Agility is enhanced or reduced by the amount shown and any other special qualities given are also noted.  Obviously, this list is not finite and
the GM may wish to add other substances like Formica, plastic, or Juju fruit.
   The player rolls her character's value in Molecular Mimic versus the difficulty equal to the Toughness of the substance, if the character is successful she gains the 
benefits of the substance.  If the Power is in a gadget, either the gadget's housing, or the user (decided when designing the gadget) is altered.  The Effect last for rounds 
equal to double the power rank, plus one round per level of success on the activation roll.
Substance                      TOU&END                   AGI              STR              Weight          Notes                                                                                                                            
Rice Paper 5 +2 5 x1/10 Strong gusts of wind will blow you away.  Fire damage+3.  

Compress to the thickness of paper.
Cork or Foam Board 7 +1 7 x1/5 Buoyant, half Knockback, Fire damage+2.
Rubber 10 +1 10 -- +1 per rank vs. Electrical damage.
Wood 10 – 14 x2  Buoyant, Fire damage+2.
Cinder Block Wall 13 -2 15 x3 Sonic damage+2.
Rock/Precious Stone/
Brick Wall 15 -3 18 x3 May be able to refract light.
Iron/Steel 20 -3 20 x5 Vulnerable to Magnetism, Electrical damage+2.
Adamantium 30 -3 20 x4 Electrical damage+2.
Orichalcum 35 -3 18 x2 Heat and Fire damage +2, Gain 5 Life points, must be used before 

power ends (can not be converted to Skill Points).

Omnivorous
Cost: 4
Action Value: STR+5/+2
Range: Self
Sorcery DN: 30
The character can gain nourishment from any organic or non-organic substance (though she is not immune to poisons). She can also chew through just about any 
substance with no adverse effects to her teeth or jaws.  An Unarmed Combat check might be necessary, and she may chew through any substance with a Toughness less 
than the power value.  The may eat ten kilograms per rank per day.

Paralysis
Cost: 4
Action Value: SPI+10/+1
Range: 10m
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 7
Sorcery DN: 30
This power allows your character to paralyze the movements of a target's body.  First, she must successfully hit her target with the power (Energy Weapons or Super 
Power:Paralysis).  The the power value, plus margin of success on the attack roll are compared to the target's higher attribute: Agility or Dexterity.  The results are read 
on the Power Push Table and reduced from both attributes.  The effect last for minutes equal to the power rank. This does not prevent a paralyzed enemy from using 
knowledge/perception of general mental-based powers, but it does keep them from using any abilities based on physical attributes.



Precognition/Postcognition
Cost: 3/4
Action Value: PER+5/+3
Range: Self or Touch
Tech: 26   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 28
The Character may see up to the Power Value into the past or future, either her own or that of a person or object she is touching.  The character may only attempt this 
once per scene for any given person or object, and may only use it a number of times per day equal to the number of levels in the power.
   If used to see into the future in combat, it allows the character a +5 to Initiative for the next round.
   For 3 points the character may see past or future, for 4 points she may see both. 

Poison Secretion
Cost: 6
Action Value: END+10/+1 
Range: Touch 
Tech: 24   
System Limit: 16 
Sorcery DN: 26
This power lets the character kill with a touch, bite, or scratch. If the character can touch another character's bare flesh, the power value subtracts the target's Toughness 
and causes normal combat damage. In addition, for each Wound caused, the target apparently ages 10 years and loses 1 point from their Strength, Agility,  Dexterity, and
Endurance.  Toughness and Movement Rates are recalculated. 12 hours rest will remove the additional effects of one Wound.  (The secondary effect is only an example, 
others are possible).

Possession
Cost: 6
Action Value: MIN+5/+1
Range: 5m
Tech: 29    
System Limit: 8
Sorcery DN: 33
The character can project her consciousness into the mind of another and take over the being's form.  The Possessing character's body is left in an unconscious state and 
is completely vulnerable to attack.
   To take over a body, she rolls the Action Value versus the target's Willpower.  If she succeeds at the roll, the target's mind is shoved aside as the new psyche takes over.
The Possessing character gain the new form's physical attributes (AGI, DEX, STR, END) and derived values, retains her other attributes, and all skill adds, and special 
abilities.  She has complete control over her new form.  The target may try to regain control after a number of minutes equal to the Power Value, the target must make a 
Willpower roll against the Power Total generated for the initial Possession.
   To gather knowledge about her host body's life, the possessing character must generate a successful Deduction total against the target's Mind.

Minimal: Basic information – target's name, age, address.
Average: More personal information – target's job, financial status, any current schedule.
Good: More in-depth personal information: identities and backgrounds of family, friends, and lovers.
Superior: Very personal info: secrets, private likes and dislikes.
Spectacular: Everything there is to know.
   If the Possession is a Good success or higher the host will have no memory of the possession.  If the attempt is fought off the target is aware of it.  If the Possession 
has a Minimal or Average Success, the target recalls everything.  In Gadgets, Consciousness Transfer costs one less.  In this case, the Target is now in the Possessing 
character's body, gaining her physical attributes, but no access to her memories.

Power Drain
Cost: 6
Action Value: Spirit/+1
Range: Touch
Tech: 29   
System Limit: 15
Sorcery DN: 29
When a character with Power Drain wishes to use it on a target, he must first make a successful Unarmed Combat attack so as to touch his intended victim.  The bonus 
number generated is added to his Power Value.  This total is compared to the opponent's target power value.  If it is greater than the base power value, the result points 
are read against the Power Push Table and added to a value of 9 - this is the duration that the attacker possesses the power.  If the number generated is smaller than the 
victim's power value, the attacker suffers the result points in shock points.

Power Resistance
Cost: 2
Action Value: x+5/+1
Range: Self
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 15
Sorcery DN: 31
When taking this power you must choose a power to which the character is resistant.  Thereafter, whenever the character is attacked or otherwise targeted by that power,
he receives a bonus to whatever defensive value is appropriate.  
Invisibility - the bonus is added to Find or PER for purposes of detecting an invisible person/object, as well as being removed from the Dodge bonus of the invisibility.
Detection Powers (X-ray Eyes, Mega-Hearing), Super Attributes or Skills  - the power is reduced by the resistance bonus, to a minimum of zero.
Magic - spells which mimic a specific power will still affect the character normally.
Martian Mind Control – Storm Knights all possess a resistance to the innate mind control, and area effect gadgets of Martians (this is a free power).



Radio Hearing
Cost: 1
Action Value: PER+5/--
Range: Self
Sorcery DN: 24
A character with this power is able to hear up and down the radio and television transmission bands.  He can also sense radar emissions and may search for a specific 
frequency.

Regeneration 
Cost: 5 
Action Value: END+5/--
Range: Self 
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 6 
Sorcery DN: 30
Regenerates 1 Shock Point per Round, K condition in one minute, and Wounds in one hour.  Special: Death Regeneration costs 7 and works against all but one form of 
death.  

Running 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: AGI 
Range: Self 
Tech: 22   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 20
The power value of this power is the character's running limit value.  Pushes use the Power rather than Speed Push Table.

Special:Multi-Action (Super Attribute Variant)
   Requires Running Power.  For each rank in this power, the character may increase their initiative by one.  Additionally, the character gains a bonus to all rolls for One-
on-Many multi-actions.  At the first level, the bonus is +3, so that the first and second actions are at no penalty.  For each additional rank, it is increased by one.
   Alternately, if performing a single action repetitively, the bonus applies to the effect value.  For example: the speedster is punching a single target multiple times, the 
Multi-Action bonus is added to the damage value on a single attack action.

Sense Danger
Cost: 3
Action Value: None
Range: Self   
Sorcery DN: 28
Characters with Sense Danger are able to "feel" when something is about to happen.  The Sense Danger acts as an Alertness card which is always on, but comes into 
play when something is going to affect the character personally.  Sense Danger will let the character know, "something is wrong, I'm in danger" when he is being 
targeted by a sniper with a scope, but will NOT tell him when that same sniper has targeted one of his fellow characters.  If the player has an Alertness card, it can be 
played to find the direction the danger is coming from.

Sense Magic 
Cost: 1 
Action Value: PER+7/+3 
Range: Value 
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 9 
Sorcery DN: 15
This power must be consciously activated. When it does, the power total is compared to the casting total for each magic item, ward, or spell within range. Success lets 
the character know that the item is magical and active, and will usually let them identify the details of the magic. The power, once activated, lasts for ten minutes, and 
takes 12 hours to recharge.  If another Magic Power, or a source of Apexium (raw or refined), is in the area of effect, this power detects it.
Shapechange
Cost: 6
Action Value: SPI +10
Range: Self
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 5
Sorcery DN: 30
Shapechange is a somewhat complicated power.  Normally when selecting this power you must select a single form that you may change to.     
   However for each additional level of the power, you may select an additional form (if you wish).  Additionally, the alternate form(s) may be larger or smaller than the 
base form.  The maximum difference is the character's Shapechange levels (as weight value).
   The alternate form can (and usually does) have an alternate set of Attributes and Skill.  Spirit attribute, and Super Power (Shapechange), which is Spirit based, remain 
constant is all forms.  The other attributes may be reassigned in any fashion, so long as the total points remain the same, and a minimum of 1 in each attribute is 
observed (maximum may exceed human limits).  The alternate form has the same number of skill points as the base as well, which may be spent as appropriate.  
Generally animal forms will be limited to those animals can use (no piloting or science).  If you chose skills may be the same in both forms.
   Alternate forms may also possess other abilities for free (Flight or Claws for instance).
   To Shapechange the character rolls the skill at DN 10, and takes one turn.  Changing back is automatic, but still requires a turn.  You may opt to take the power 
drawback "bestial" (-1 or 2).  For one point this drawback means that your alternate form is an animal, and your human mind can be lost in extreme circumstances.  
When changing back you must roll at a difficulty of the value of minutes in animal form plus any shock points taken.  Failure means that the beast has taken over, the 
GM may assume control of your character at his discretion, for a duration equal to the time already spent in animal form.  For two points, the beast may take control 
even in human form.  Anytime a Setback occurs (at GM discretion) or the character is wounded, he must roll Super Power (Shapechange) DN 10 plus the ammount of 
shock taken.



Size Manipulation
Cost: 5 (7 for Both)
Action Value: Varies
Range: Self
Tech: 30    
System Limit: 5
   The character can increase or reduce their size, or both.

Grow 
Action Value: STR and END+7/+1 
Sorcery DN: 30
This power allows the user to increase their height by a Value of +3, plus 1 more per level  (while remaining proportional) for a number of rounds equal to their 
Increased Strength value.  All physical attacks on the grown character are at +3 (+1 per level) to hit bonus - however this does not add to the result points for damage 
purposes. 

Shrinking 
Action Value: AGI+5/+1 
Sorcery DN: 28
At the first level the character shrinks to approximately 30 cm (Value -4).  They get +5 AGI and an additional +5 Stealth, but -5 STR, TOU, and Movement Rates.  Each 
additional level alters the values by an additional point. 

Sonar
Adventure Cost: 2
Action Value: PER+5/+3
Range: Self
Tech: 26    
System Limit: 15
Sorcery DN: 23
Characters with Sonar are able to emit a high-frequency sound that bounces off nearby objects and returns to him.  This allows characters to "see" nearby objects and 
can compensate for blindness, darkness, etc.  The character cannot make out fine detail or colors with Sonar.

Sonic Scream 
Cost: 3
Action Value: STR + 5/+1 
Range: 10 meters 
Tech: 27  
System Limit: 9 
Sorcery DN: 28
This power lets the character make a sonic attack. Super Power (Sonic Scream) PER-based is the attack roll, and the power value is the damage.  The Target is also 
deafened for 1 round per Level of Success.

Sorcery
Cost: 6
Action Value: Special
Range: Varies   
This power allows the user to access a number of other powers, in the form a mystical spells.  Upon choosing this power, the player selects a number of other powers, 
each of which will have some assortment of Incantation (-1), Gestures (-2), and Focus:Amulet/Wand/Talisman/etc. (-1) reflecting that they are magical spells.  With the 
exception of Sense Magic, all Spells must cost at least 1 point.  The Wizard may take up to six points worth of powers from this power - and may purchase additional 
spells using their creation points, or experience.
   Example: The Wizard selects Sense Magic (Incantation, Gesture, 1-3=-2~0), Illusion (Incantation, Gesture, 6-3=3), Force Field (Incantation, Gesture, 5-3=2), and 
Flight (Incantation, Gesture, 3-3=0~1), and  he may select another 4 points worth of spells at character creation.
   While the power value, and other traits of the power still function as specified in their own entry, casting the spell requires a skill roll using Super Power:Sorcery 
(Mind-Based skill), and if the spell must target another character, skill adds in this skill are added to Perception to generate an attack roll.
 
Stretching
Cost: 4
Action Value: AGI+2/+2
Range: self
Tech: 30   
System Limit: 5
Sorcery DN: 30
The character can stretch her limbs to a range of up to 2 meters per stretching rank.  She also takes -1 per rank less damage from kinetic attacks, such as bullets and fists.
When attempting to grapple or breaking a grapple, a hero +2 per rank to the roll.
   The character can also stretch, elongate, and compress her body, allowing her to expand her height or become so narrow she can pass through keyholes, cracks, or any 
opening she could normally see through.  It takes one round or more to slop through small openings, depending on their depth. 
   The character also has the ability to compress her body and spring or bounce away.  Using stretching in this method uses the Jumping skill and allows the character to 
move MRJ+1/rank.
   Finally, her body is so pliable that she can alter and change its shape, receiving a bonus equal to the power rank when trying to disguise her looks.

Super Attribute 
Cost: 3 
Value: x+3/+1 
Range: Self 
Sorcery DN: 25
This power gives the character 3 extra attribute points, which may take their attributes above maximums. This power may be bought more than once.



Super Senses                                                                                                                                                         
Cost: 3 
Action Value: PER + 5/+3 
Range: Self (~50 m)
Tech: 25   
System Limit: 10 
Sorcery DN: 23
Super-Hearing: This power lets characters hear sounds at a far lower volume and greater distance than normal, but does not let them filter out other noise.                       
Super-Scent: This is the power of an incredibly good sense of smell. The character may use their Super-Scent value instead of Find skill to find hidden characters or 
objects with distinctive smells within 50 meters. Higher levels of success let them identify particular creature types or individuals at a distance. Many substances can be 
identified through Super-Scent.                                                                                                             Super-Vision: This is the power of incredibly good eyesight. The 
power value may be used on all sight-based Perception rolls, and anything in range with a clear line of sight may be looked at as though it were at a few inches' range. 

Super Skill 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: x+3/--   
Range: Self 
Sorcery DN: 14
This power gives the character +3 adds in one skill; when used in character generation, it is on top of the 3 add limit. Also, it makes all adds to that skill cost 2 
possibilities (even if the skill is Difficult). This power may be bought for multiple skills. 

Summoning
Cost: 6/10
Action Value: CHA+5/+2
Range: Value
Tech: 29   
System Limit: 5
Sorcery DN: 30
The Character may summon beings or creatures, the type of which must be specified when taking the power.  Examples include: people, cats (covers housecats through 
lions), insects and vermin, etc.  If used to summon animals, all within the Power Value will come if the Value exceeds their Willpower plus the One-on-Many modifier.  
They will be Friendly to the character, and may be persuaded to perform actions on his behalf for the the Value in time.  
   If used to summon a person, it can only be used on one character per round, unless a One-on-Many action is attempted.  The user must beat the target(s) Willpower 
(which may be resisted).  If a target is summoned, they must immediately move by the most convenient method to the Summoner.  They may take no other actions, 
including speech, and will seek to avoid any effort to prevent them from going.  They will only use force in such situations as they wish (a summoned character will not 
seek to cause permanent harm to their friends).  Upon arrival, the target may act normally again, but can not leave the Summoner, or cause him harm, until the Power's 
duration ends, or he causes harm to the target.
   For 10 points, the Summoner may select beings from other Dimensions.

Sustenance
Cost: 1/3
Action Value: END+15/+3
Range: self
Sorcery DN: 26
The character's body draws nourishment from a source other than foodstuffs.  The character can survive without food for a time value equal to the power value.  
Afterward, the character must consume the normal amount of resources for a time value equal to one quarter the time spent relying on this power.
   For three points, the character can also go without sleep.

Swimming 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: AGI/+1 
Range: Self 
Tech: 20   
System Limit: 9 
Sorcery DN: 18
The power value for Swimming becomes the character's swimming limit value.   Pushes use the Power rather than Speed Push Table.

Telecommunication
Cost: 2
Action Value: PER+5/--
Range: action value
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 24
Telecommunication or "TC" is the ability to send and recieve messages through the power of the mind.  The character possessing the power sets up a "mental 
switchboard" through which linked characters can communicate.
  To establish a switchboard, the character possessing TC generates a Super Power (TC) or Mind total against a DN of 15 + the Value of the number of people to be 
linked.  The result points added to the power value is the maximum range any linked character can be from the TC character.  The duration is one hour.  To add more 
people a new power total must be established.
   If a character leaves the range of the switchboard and returns he can rejoin automatically, any other changes require a new roll.  
  This power only allows communication, no mind reading.  However Mind Reading may be used to communicate telepathically with one person.



Telekinesis
Cost: 4
Action Value: Mind+5 or SPI+5/+1
Range: action value
Tech: 28   
System Limit: 12
Sorcery DN: 27
Telekinesis or "TK" can be used to lift objects with a range equal to the Power Push of the power's action value.  When doing so, objects can be thrown to cause damage
equal to the power value.  Stationary objects with a weight value equal or less than the power value can be lifted and moved  automatically - though it still takes an 
action to do so.  To target other character's roll Super Power (TK) or Perception against the targets Agility or Dodge.  The mass of of an object being hurled by TK is 
added to the DN to hit, but also to the damage caused by it.
   TK can also be used as an active defense to stop incoming ranged attacks.  The action value is used instead of dodge.  This can be used on any physical object he can 
see.  Due to the concentration required, there is no minimum bonus for active defense.  However if the character using TK gets a good or better success the character has
caught the projectile, and can turn it back against its wielder or discard it at his leisure.

Teleportation 
Cost: 5/6 
Action Value: TOU/+5 
Range: Self 
Tech: 30    
System Limit: 8 
Sorcery DN: 30
This power lets the character get from one place to another without covering the space in between. They may teleport a maximum range of their power value. If the 
space they are teleporting to is full, they bounce back to their starting location. They may take an additional person with them for each additional power level.  All 
teleportation attempts cost 2 shock points of fatigue, but for a cost of 6 this is waived. 

Vampirism (NPC ONLY)
Cost: 3
Action Value: SPI+15
Range: Touch
Sorcery DN: 35
Allows a creature to weaken a victim physically or mentally, and then use the stolen energy to supplement its own life force.  A vampyre that drinks the blood of a living
victim is using life drain.  Any creature with this power drains from one of the eight attributes, as decided by the gamemaster. Only one attribute may be chosen, and the
chosen attribute is permanent.  Thus, a amorphous ooze that burrows its wax into a victims skull and steals psychic energy might steal either Mind or Perception energy. 
A vampyre that goes out of his way to hunt down attractive, charming women is probably seeking energy from someone with a high Charisma.  
   To use the life drain power a creature attacks the attribute of the victim he is attempting to leech from.  Life drain has a damage value of Spirit+15, and the creature 
gains one Possibility for every wound caused (before damage negation) to a maximum of one per every three points of the attribute.  The attribute does not go down - it 
is simply the measure of how much energy the draining creature acquires.
Attribute Value 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13+
Possibilities Gained 1 2 3 4 5
   Note that there are many ways of draining a victim, and each of them entail their own problems. Thus, a vampyre must draw blood from his victim. To do this he must
make a successful attack against the victim and cause damage. This part of the draining process is handled as normal combat. Only if the creature successfully 
completes this part of the process can he drain.  Every life drain has a condition such as this (must drink the blood of a living human, must touch a living person to suck 
mental energy).  These definitions are up to the gamemaster.  This power may only confer 6 life points per day.

Wall Walking 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: AGI
Range: Self 
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 6 
Sorcery DN: 25
This power lets the character walk along walls, ceilings, etc. using the Maneuver skill.  They are still subject to gravity. Their maximum walking speed along walls is the
lower of their power value or MRG.  

Webs
Cost: 4
Value: STR+9 
Range: 3-15/20/25
Tech: 27   
System Limit: 10
Sorcery DN: 26
Characters with this power can project a sticky strand of super-tough material which can be used to entangle a character, or as a means of locomotion by swinging from 
strand to strand.  When used to entangle, the web is fired by using Dexterity or Super Power (Webs).  A Strength total of 19 or better is required to free oneself from the 
web.  When used as a means of locomotion, the character simply makes a to-hit roll (using Super Power (Webs) DEX-based) for a suitable anchor spot and swings.
   For 3 points, the character may use this power for locomotion only

X-Ray Vision 
Cost: 3 
Action Value: STR+5 
Range: Vision 
Tech: 25  
System Limit: 20 
Sorcery DN: 23
This power lets the character look through solid objects, up to a maximum cumulative Toughness of their power total.  X-Ray Vision can never penetrate lead and 
perhaps some other substances. 



Advantages
   Increases the cost of the power.
Area
1pt Area Effect.  Power Rank x2m radius (2-20m).
1pt Multiple Targets.  Non-Area Effect Power, Power affects one extra character/rank.
+1pt Selective Area.  May select which targets in an area you wish to affect.
Duration
1pt Double Duration.  Cannot increase a power's duration to more than one scene.
Effect
1pt Armor Piercing.  Ignore 5 adds of Armor or Defensive Powers.
2pt Armor Piercing.  Ignore 10 adds of Armor or Defensive Powers.
1pt Extra Knockback.  Normal Value is 1m/level of success.  This multiplies that by the power rank.  
1pt Persistent Effect.  Damage value -2/round, continues until Damage value = 0
2pt Transfer to Others.  Power is normally self only. Transfer some or all ranks of the power to another character for the scene.
Range
1pt Range Value+2, may take multiple times.
+1pt Touch increases to 1m/rank.

Special: Non-Combat Movement
   1pt Advantage.  The chosen Movement Power gains a +5 to Movement Rate for travel outside of rounds, but the character's Maneuver or Dodge is 
reduced by 5.  Furthermore, this speed can not be maintained indefinitely.  For every END minutes, the character takes 1 shock, which can not be 
recovered until the character stops traveling and stops to rest.  For example: a speedster is running.  He has an Agility of 13 and three ranks for a 
MRG of 15 (1km per round or 225mph) and an END of 9.  His non-combat running speed is 20, or 1km/second or about Mach 3.  Every nine 
minutes, he takes a shock point, and will pass out from exhaustion after 1 hour, 21 minutes.

Disadvantages
   Reduces the cost of the power.
Activation
1pt Simple act, takes one action.
2pt Activation roll, DN 8
Activation Time
1pt One to three rounds
2pt Four to ten rounds
3pt More than ten rounds
+1pt Must reactivate for each use.
Burnout
1pt Roll of "2", until end of Act.
2pt Roll of "3" or lower.
3pt Roll of "4" or lower.
+1pt Until end of Adventure.
+2pt Until end of next Adventure.
+3pt Never.
Power Reserve
1pt 6 uses.
2pt 3 uses.
3pt 2 uses.
4pt 1 use.
Power Limitations
1pt Must perform a simple act every so often to maintain; reduction of Effect, Duration or Range (1/2); Stymie flaw.
2pt Power has no effect on something; minimal Effect or Range; Setback flaw.  Gadget.
3pt Vulnerability - wound damage.  May only take once, but point reduction may be used over multiple powers.
4pt Vulnerability - lethal 15 points damage.  May only take once, but point reduction may be used over multiple powers.
Situational Modifier (GM Adjudicated Catch-all Category)
1pt can't be fully used all the time
2pt rarely can be fully used
3pt Negative side effects - use causes problems
Other Flaws
1pt Focus.  Requires item to use.     
1pt Incantation.  Activation phrase.
1pt No Knockback.  If Power has knockback - it now doesn't 
1pt Non-lethal.  No effect vs. inanimate/non-living (can be non-lethal w/o this)
2pt Physical Gestures.  Similar to Incantation
1pt Signature Effect.  Requires GM approval - Power can be IDed/Traced to you
1pt Superheroic Form.  Power is only usuable in this form
1pt Uncontrollable.  DN+5 (all rolls) while active
1pt Uses Life Force: Causes 2 Shock Points each use
2pt Uses Life Force: Causes 1 Wound Value each use



Gadget Construction Rules
   These rules are slightly different than those for the Nile Empire.
Components
Housing
What the power is built into.  You need a description, and thus an idea of its size.  Systemically the item's Toughness is important.  For 
Weapons/Armor this equals the maximum Damage/Protection of the item.  Items like Cars and planes range from 15 to 25, Glass is less than 5.  
Failing a hard number, Toughness equals the weight value.  
Cost: varies ($30 for a small hand-held device).

System
This includes Pulp Powers - which are listed by name, and Boosters.  
Base Value is the "Attribute" Value of the Power when installed in a gadget, The Power's bonuses or penalties are added to this to determine the 
Power Value.
Cost: System Value in Dollars.

Capacitors/Power Plant
The power supply of an item.  This can include mundane Engines and batteries or a Possibility Capacitor.
Cost: (Power Plant) System Value +2 in Dollars.  (Eternium generator) $5000.

Boosters and Compensators
Boosters increase the System Value or a Gadget or Action Value of a mundane tool, such as Armor with increased Toughness, or a car with enhanced 
Speed.  Booster's may also Boost an Attribute of the User.  Compensators counteract the penalties of Boosters.
Cost: the same as the System being Boosted/Booster or Compensator.  (Boosted Tools) Maximum Action Value in Dollars.

Construction
"Installing" the Housing
Make a Weird Science roll - this is the Housing Value.  Note this value and the Housing's Toughness.  The Housing Value is the maximum value of 
any Systems installed in it (excluding the Unboosted Toughness).  If the Housing's Toughness is to be Boosted then the Housing Value is the 
maximum value it can be boosted to as well.

Installing the System(s)
For every Power the device is to possess roll Weird Science.  This is the System Value, and it can not exceed the Housing Value.  Note the Lower of 
these two values.  If the System value is less than the Base Power Value you must either reinstall or face a penalty to its use.  If it is higher, it replaces 
the Base Value.

Installing the Capacitor/Power Plant
The difficulty of installing a Capacitor is Twelve plus the One-on-Many value of the number of Systems.  If you exceed 12, but less than the total, 
then the appropriate number of Systems is improperly connected, and will not work.  You must reinstall the Capacitor, or remove the useless systems.
When using Power Plants you may install separate ones for each system (without One-on-Many).  For each Power Plant roll a Weird Science or 
Science total.  This total +8 is the time value the system can run without recharging.  Subtract two for each additional System connected to the Power 
Plant.

Installing Boosters
Roll Weird Science against the System Value and read the results on the Power Push Table.  If a User Attribute is to be enhanced the difficulty is 8.  
Boosters cause the item 1 shock/Booster/turn – when the shock exceeds the Housing Value it overheats/burns out/etc.  Furthermore, the Gadget 
suffers DN+1/Booster.

Installing Compensators
Roll Weird Science against the Boosted System Value and read the results on the Power Push Table.  Results may be used to negate either the 
Difficulty penalty or the shock – not both.  Exception: if a single Booster is installed, with a total bonus of +5 or less in an otherwise mundane item 
(armor, sword, gun, vehicle, etc.), the DN+1 and 1 Shock point/turn may both be negated with a Push result equal to the total Boost +1.

Construction Time
The Base Time is equal to the Housing Value - minimum of 1 Hour (18).  You may reduce the time (to as low as an hour) by rolling Weird Science 
against the Housing's Toughness.  The Power push result is subtracted from the Time Value.  You may reduce the DN of any step by 1/Time value 
over 1 day (25).

Gizmos
A one-shot or limited use item.  Use the Gadget Construction Rules with the following exceptions.
Construction time is Housing Value minus 10  - minimum of 10 minutes (14).   This may be reduced with a Power Push total as with Gadgets.  
Gizmos do not use Capacitors, but for those items which do not have an instantaneous effect use the rules for a Power Plant.  Gizmos do not heal 
Shock damage, when Shock exceeds the Housing Value it is destroyed.  A Setback will also cause Burn Out.  At most the gizmo will last until the end 
of the Act.
The Cost of the Power (as a Gadget) in Life Points must be paid (either by the creator or the user) when the gizmo is activated.  Boosters cost one life
point per Booster.



Housing Size Modifier Table
Modifier Size
+0 One-handed item, such as a pistol or wand; backpack item.
+2 Two-handed item, such as a rifle, or a bulky suit
+5 Crew served item, bulky enough to require two people to operate or a two- to four-wheeled vehicle to mount.
+8 A very large item taking up a small room or requiring a large four-wheeled vehicle or larger to mount.
+10 An extremely large item requiring a whole building, or a very large vehicle, such as a warship or cargo/passenger 

aircraft.

   This modifier is added to the cost value of the housing, and is added (in most cases) to the range and effect value of the system.  (With GM 
permission one may be lowered to improve the other).  For systems mounted in large items (+5 or higher) this value may instead be used to reduce 
the advantage/experience cost of the item.

Sorcery
   While the cost of selecting a power as a spell may be modified in the same manner as a standard super power, Sorcery also has  a casting difficulty.  
These numbers are quite high.  This is because it is expected that the sorcerer will apply modifiers to reduce the difficulty.  Note: once selected, the 
modifiers are permanent.

Gesture Modifiers
Modifier Action
  0 No gesture
-1 Simple gesture that in most cases can not be prevented easily (a head nod, a pointing finger, etc.).
-2 Gestures that can be inhibited fairly easily (complex hand gestures, foot movements, etc.).
-3 Complex gestures which require a Dexterity total of 6 or better to perform (a complex dance, an acrobatic maneuver, etc.).
-4 More complex gestures that require a Dexterity total of 12 or greater.

Verbal Modifiers
Modifier Action
 0 No phrase
-1 Single word (abracadabra, allakazam)
-2 Simple phrase or rhyme.  This phrase must be based on specific conditions during the casting time.
-4 Complex phrase or incantation.  Such a phrase must be read or recalled from memory, Mind DN 12, either before casting or as a multi-

action.
-6 Reading from a passage or incantation in an unknown tongue.  This must be read and a Mind DN 15 check made to utter the phrase 

correctly.

Material Modifiers
Modifier Component
 0 Easily obtained (no component, rocks, cloth, paper)
-1 Average (cooking ingredients, fire, herbs, blood)
-2 Medium (rare herbs, live animals (not killed), precious metals, personal possessions, blood of a virgin)
-3 Hard (the blood of a virgin born during the first full moon of the year)
-4 Very Hard (the blood of a virgin born during the first full moon of 1945)
-6 Extremely hard (the blood of a virgin born during the first full moon of 1945 at precisely midnight)
-8 Virtually impossible (the blood of a child born three hundred years ago)
   Material components do not include live animals or people used in sacrifices.

Sacrifice Modifiers
Modifier Action
 0 No sacrifice
-1 Small animal (bat, mouse, fish).  This works as well as a “cauldron” ritual for witches.
-2 Large animals (goats, cows)
-4 Dangerous animals (tiger, cobra).  This level of sacrifice should require some danger and often a skill roll (though not always).
-6 Live person
-7 Virgin
   This modifier can only be taken by those of Evil Inclination. The modifier is conferred when the sacrifice is killed.  
   In order for sacrifices to work, the sacrifice must be made right before the ritual is cast. Also, the sacrifice must be conscious and aware of what is 
going on - being bound or even drugged is okay, as long as the character is aware of what is happening.  Mind-affecting drugs do not allow for good 
sacrifices.  
   Two additional modifiers: willing sacrifices ("live person" or "virginal person" only) add an additional five to the modifier (a willing virgin would 
have a total modifier of -12), but the character must be really willing. Heroes can do this to save their friends (willing under coercion), and fanatical 
followers can also accomplish this.

Extended Casting Time: The default casting time for a ritual is one round (this does not count any sorcery advanced flaws, such as application 
time). The round in which a ritual is cast is the same round in which it takes effect. However, a pulp sorcerer can reduce his difficulty by increasing 
his casting time. The spell then takes affect at the end of this casting time.  For every extra round the character must take to perform the ritual, 
subtract one from the ritual difficulty. So, if a ritual had a difficulty of 25, and the character took five rounds to perform it, the difficulty would be 21 
(the last round is the round the effect occurs and is not an "extra" round). If the caster performs any other skill use during this time (even though he is 
only going to have to make one sorcery roll for the whole effect), the entire time is wasted and the sorcery attempt fails.



Fatigue: For every point the character reduces the difficulty by, he takes one shock point. If the character goes unconscious during the use of the 
ritual, the ritual still takes effect (if possible). Possibilities can be spent to keep the character from going out, as if the character were taking damage 
normally.

Side Effects
   Casting spells on Terra is greatly affected by side effects.  These are determined by the Conflict line on the Drama Deck.

Action Line Effect Side Effect
Flurry The spell goes off as expected, but with some extra, fast-paced benefit (the spell works faster, doubles its effect, or whatever the 

gamemaster thinks is a proper flurry reaction).
Inspiration The character takes no backlash, no matter what the result of the skill total.
Up If the character's spell succeeded, all characters on the same side receive an up for their next action.  If it failed, then all characters

on the other side receive an up for their next action.
Break If a villain receives a break result after casting a spell, all magical ability "leaves" him until the end of the scene or until he gets an

inspiration result from some source.
Confused The spell goes wild. Bizarre effects occur, probably having nothing to do with the spell's normal effect. Things go very wild for a 

round.  
Fatigued The character automatically takes two points of shock from additional backlash, regardless of  whatever skill total he achieved.
Setback The spell "blows up" in the caster's face. Double the backlash. Other effects are as normal.
Stymied The spell, if it worked, peters out in half the duration, or has half the normal effect (gamemaster's option - attack spells should 

nearly always have half effect).

Sidebar: Magical Artifacts
   It is possible to create items with magical power.  In the Nile Empire, this is the engineering skill.  On Terra, a sorcerer may fashion permanent, or 
temporary items by using the rules for Superscience, substituting arcane components for technological ones, and rolling the Sorcery skill.

Terran Equipment
   Not all Terran technology is based on Superscience – though some has become so fantastical as to seem that way.

Firearms
   Tokarev and Makarov are Russian pistols.  Hold-out and standard sidearms respectively.  The Tokarev has no safety, and can go off by accident.   
US military forces, and much of EARTH, maintain the Colt 1911 as their standard issue sidearm.  British intelligence agents prefer the Walther PPK. 
The renegade Nazi terrorists of South America opt for the D-44, an upgraded version of the C-96.  The D-44 can be modified between a pistol and an 
automatic machine pistol.  Both versions have a scope, the automatic version adds a stock and an extended barrel.
   For rifles, the Russians and other Green countries use the AK-47, identical to the Core Earth version.  Free nations are switching from the reliable 
M-14 to the new M-16 battle rifle.  The latter is not well received by the soldiers using it.  Nazis produce their own rifle, a heavier version of the MP-
40 dubbed the Schmeisser MP-45.  
   Western forces have two major heavy weapons, the M-240 machine gun, and the M-20 Super Bazooka.  The Russian PK 7.62 MG is the answer to 
the M-240, but there is no man portable RPG in their Table of Order and Equipment.
   
Vehicles
   There are hundreds of models of cars, trucks, and motorcycles on the roads.  Far to many to list here.  The Ford Thunderbird is an example of the 
modern American 'Muscle Car', and the Aston Martin DB-4 is a high performance British automobile.  The Rolls Royce Phantom V is a luxury sedan, 
and can represent most sedans and limousines of the period.  The Harley-Davidson FL is the symbol of independence and masculine prowess.
   Three tanks are listed, the western M-48 Patton, the Eastern T-62, and the Nazi Tiger IV.
   The Learjet and 727 are both civilian passenger airplanes.  The F-4 Phantom, MiG-25 Foxbat, and Messerschmitt Bf 109 are the most popular 
fighter jets of their respective organizations.  The latter borders on superscience due to its vertical takeoff and land capability.  The venerable H-13 
Sioux helicopter has evolved into the UH-1 Iroquois (also referred to as a 'Huey' – a nickname that applies to all rotary wing craft).  The Iroquois is a 
troop ship, but can be modified as a gunship.  Need for a dedicated gunship will lead to the AH-1 Cobra, but on Earth this didn't happen for another 
five years.
   EARTH's PROJECT APOLLO is responsible for space research.  The first stage, single man capsules has ended and the two man Gemini-Titan is 
underway.  Once the bugs are worked out, the three man Apollo-Saturn will make the first moon landings.
   Motorboats come in a wide variety, but are found commonly all over the world.  The Diesel Steamer is the most common vessel for cargo or 
passengers, though the Luxury Liner will soon replace it for the latter.  EARTH member nations maintain a number of Aircraft Carriers.  The 
opposition instead has long-range aircraft, and they have not yet built any of their own.  Nuclear submarines are found on both sides, and in the 
service of the Nazis.

Armor Tech Value/Max. Fatigue Price (Value) Notes
Adv. BP Vest 22 +6/22 no $400 (13) no AGI/DEX pen.



Weapons Tech Damage Ammo Range Price Notes
Pistols
Tokarev 21 16 8 3-10/25/40 $100 (10) No safety
Makarov 22 16 7 3-15/25/50 $250 (12)
Colt 1911 20 16 8 3-10/15/40 $500 (14)
Walther PPK 21 16 7 3-10/20/40 $400 (13)
Mauser D-44 22 $600 (14) Converts from Semi to Auto, Scope
   Pistol 17 10 3-15/25/50
   Machine Pistol 20 30 3-25/40/150
Rifles
AK-47 21 21 10B 3-40/150/400 $1500 (11)
M-14 22 21 7B 3-40/250/400 $1000 (15)
M-16 22 20 10B 3-40/250/400 $1500 (11) Jams on 2-4
Schmeisser MP-45 22 18 11B 3-15/40/150 $400 (13)
Heavy Weapons
M-240 22 24 15B 3-150/600/2k $4000 (18)
PK 7.62 Machine Gun 22 27 10B 3-250/1k/2k $4000 (18)
M20 Super Bazooka 21 22(3) 1 3-40/100/300 $4000 (18) HEAT grenades

Vehicles Tech Speed Man. Wt. Pass. TOU Price (Value)
Land
Aston Martin DB-4 22 150/100/13 +2 17 2+2 16 $10k (20)
Ford Thunderbird 21 125/80/13 +2 14 2 16 $8000 (20)
Rolls-Royce Phantom V 22 100/60/12 +1 17 5 17 $15k (21)
Harley-Davidson FL 22 125/80/30 +3 11 2 13 $2300 (17)
Tanks
M-48 Patton 22 48/30/11 -4 24 4 31 $275k (28)

105mm (D29 A1/40 R100-1k/2.5k/4k B4/10/25), .50 (D25 A11B R3-100/1k/2k), .30 (D27 A10B R3-100/1k/2k)
T-62 22 40/25/10 -4 23 4 30 $600k (29)

115mm (D29 A1/40 R100-1k/2.5k/4k B4/10/25), 7.62mm MG (D27 A10B R3-250/1k/2k), 12.7mm AA  (D28 A10B R3-250/1k/2.5k)
Tiger IV 22 60/40/11 -3 20 3 29 $200k (27)

Twin Turret 30mm AC (D32 A10B R3-400/2.5k/4k)

Air 
Learjet L24 22 780/480/17 +2 19 8 20 $1.5m (31)
Boeing 727 22 900/570/17 -1 25 189 23 $1.5m (31)
F-4 Phantom 22 2400/1500/19 +3 23 2 21 $2.4m (32)

20mm AC (D27 A8B R3-400/2.5k/4k), 9 AA (D28 R50-2k/12k/16k B5/15/20)
MiG-25 Foxbat (1964) 22 3500/2175/20 +3 22 1 20 $1.1m (31)

4 AA missiles (D29 R250-5k/15k/45k B5/15/20)
Messerschmitt Bf 109  22 560/340/16 +3 21 2 22 $1.2m (31) VTOL

2 30mm AC (1f, 1turret D30 A10B R3-400/2.5k/4k), 2 AA (D28 R100-400/1k/4k) 6 Bombs (D27 B30/35/40)
Hueys
Bell H-13 Sioux 21 150/90/13 +2 16 2(+2) 14 $600k (29)
UH-1 Iroquois 22 300/180/15 +2 20 2+13 15 $1.2m (31)

Varies: 2 MG (D23 A15B R3-100/600/1.5k), or 2 custom weapon pods (quad MG, TOW missiles) 
AH-1 Cobra (1967) 22 350/220/15 +2 18 2 17 $1.5m (31)

2 7.62mm  (D27 A10B R3-250/1k/2k), 8 Rockets (D27 R10-100/250/400 B5/15/20)

Space
Titan Rocket 22 29k/18k/25 – 27 – 20 $3.16m (33)
   Gemini Capsule 22 33k/20k/25 – 18 2 20 –
Saturn V 22 40k/25k/25 – 33 – 22 $1.85m (32) Yes, it will be cheaper.
   Apollo Capsule 22 40k/25k/25 – 22 3 20 – 
   Apollo Lander 22 5400/3400/21 – 21 2 19 – 

Water
Motorboat 21 100/60/12 +2 14 6 15 $16k (22)
Diesel Steamer 21 40/25/10 -1 29 24 31 $30m (38)
Luxury Liner 22 25/15/9 -6 39 3200 34 $110m (41)
Enterprise-class Aircraft Carrier 22 62/39/11 -6 40 5828 42 $450m (44)

2 Sea Sparrow, 2 Phalanx CIWS, 60-90 fixed wing and VTOL craft
Submarine 
Sturgeon-class 22 30/18/10 -3 34 107 30 $320m (43)

4 tubes Mk48 Torpedoes (D34 A21ea R1k-10k/30k/70k B15/50/100), 8 Tomahawk Cruise Missiles
Delta-class 22 35/22/10 -3  35 120 31 $500m (44)

4 tubes  (D34 A12ea R1k-10k/30k/70k B15/50/100)
Type 209 class 22 40/25/10 -4 33 33 28 $30m (38)

8 tubes Mk48 Torpedoes (D34 A14ea R1k-10k/30k/70k B15/50/100)



Superscience Gear
   These are some of examples of Superscience Gadgets that are produced in large numbers.

Weapons
Ray Guns
   Ray Guns is the colloquial term for energy weapons utilized by EARTH's agents, and the Martians.  The most common Terran weapon is called a 
'Laser' – Light Amplification through the Stimulated Emission of Radiation.  These weapons fire a beam of focused light, which can burn through 
flesh or metal.  Laser weapons are generally found in two types, pistol or rifle.  These weapons are able to be produced in considerable numbers 
because they do not utilize an Eternuim Generator.  Instead, their power cells are charged from such a generator.  In the event of a botch, Possible 
Setback, or similar event, the game master may rule that the power cell has discharged and needs to be recharged.

   Laser Pistol  T24 D18 R3-10/25/60 $6000 (19)  Advantage 1 point (free if on loan to an EARTH agent)
   Laser Rifle  T24 D20 R3-25/60/150 $15k (21)  Advantage 1 point (free if on loan to an EARTH agent)

Freeze Ray
   These weapons fire a blue-white beam of light which can render the target immobile.  The effect value of the weapon is compared to the target's 
Agility or Dexterity (whichever is higher) on the push table, and the both attributes are reduced accordingly.  Subsequent shots are also compared to 
the original value, but continue to reduce the temporary value until it is a zero.  At this point the target is immobilized.  
   This effect lasts for about one minute.

   Freeze Pistol  T26 D18 R3-10/25/60 $6000 (19)  Advantage 1 point (free if on loan to an EARTH agent)

Magna Ray Guns 
   Martian hand weapons rely on what is believed to be a form of electromagnetic discharge.  Magna Rays are almost never given over to humans, be 
they slaves or collaborators.  (Collaborators might be armed with laser guns).   Martians prefer to have their minions do their fighting for them, but 
when pressed they are capable.  Magna Ray weapons use a power source not understood by Terran scientists, as such, captured weapons can not be 
recharged.

   Magna Ray Pistols   T27  D23  R3-25/60/100
   Magna Ray Rifle  T27  D25  R3-60/150/250

Armor 
Armored Cloth 
   An alternative to bulky bulletproof vests, Armored Cloth also adapts to the powers of the user.  For example, the clothing of a hero with a Fire 
Sheath would be immune to fire; while the clothing of a shapechanger would change with him.
   Armored Cloth is very common, produced by EARTH, the Martians, and various heroic and villainous factions.  It is used for uniforms and 
costumes.  Skintight, it can be worn under street clothes – a boon for those with secret identities.  It provides no restrictions to movement or fatigue.
   A heavier version exists, it is rare, and not as concealable.  EARTH forces use it for security and assault troops.

   Light Armored Cloth  T24  TOU+3/20  $500 (9)
   Heavy Armored Cloth  T25  TOU+5/25  $1500 (11) 

Martian Force Field Belt
   Martians wear a special belt which contains both a Chameleon screen and a Force Field Generator.  It allows the wearer to assume the guises of 
humans in positions of power, or nondescript individuals for anonymity.

   Force Field Belt  Chameleon  T27 E14; Force Field  T30 TOU+10/30

Rocket Rangers
   Rocket Ranger Battlesuits have come a long way in the last fifty years.  The original suits (used from the Mexican conflict to late World War II) 
were effective, but have been succeeded by stronger, faster, suits.

Classic 
   STR 14, TOU 19, Flight 11, Super-Sight 12, no integral weapons.  Advantage 7 points.

   Today there are four major designs, each optimized for a specific mission, or more specifically a particular Corps.
Army
   The default design, not the fastest, toughest, or best armed, but a good all-around suit.  
   Armor Value TOU+10/30, Tin Foil Undercoating Power Resistance Martian Mind Control and Radar, Strength Booster STR+5, Flight Pack 13,
Rangefinder Absolute Vision 18, Super-Sight 15, Helmet Radio, 2 Gauntlet Ray Guns (D18 R3-10/25/60), 
Shoulder-mounted Bazooka (D22 A1 (1 reload carried) R3-40/100/300).  Advantage 10 points (US or EARTH Rangers pay 5 points)

Air Force 
   Lighter than the Army suit, and built for speed.  
   Armor Value TOU+8/28, Tin Foil Undercoating Power Resistance Martian Mind Control and Radar, Strength Booster STR+5, Flight Pack 19 
(Mach 2), Maneuver bonus +2 (-2 on the ground until missiles fired), Rangefinder Absolute Vision 18, Super-Sight 15, Helmet Radio, 2 Gauntlet Ray 
Guns (D18 R3-10/25/60), 2 air-to-air missiles (D27 R100-400/1k/4k).  Advantage 14 points (US or EARTH Rangers pay 7 points).



Navy 
   Built for underwater operations.
   Armor Value TOU+10/30, Tin Foil Undercoating Power Resistance Martian Mind Control and Radar/Sonar, Strength Booster STR+5, 
Maneuvering Jets (Swimming 11 Flight 11), Maneuver bonus +2 (-2 on the ground until torpedoes fired),
Rangefinder Absolute Vision 18, Super-Sight 15, Helmet Radio, 2 Gauntlet Ray Guns (D18 R3-10/25/60), 
2 torpedoes (D27 R100-400/1k/4k).   Advantage 14 points (US or EARTH Rangers pay 7 points).

Marine 
   Heavy, amphibious suits.
   Armor Value TOU+12/32, Tin Foil Undercoating Power Resistance Martian Mind Control and Radar/Sonar, Strength Booster STR+5, 
Maneuvering Jets (Swimming 10, Flight 10), Rangefinder Absolute Vision 18, Super-Sight 15, Helmet Radio, 
2 Gauntlet Ray Guns (D20 R3-25/60/150), Shoulder-mounted Bazooka (D22 A1 (3 reload carried) R3-40/100/300), 
M-240 (D24 A15B R3-150/600/2k).  Advantage 10 points (US or EARTH Rangers pay 5 points)

Vehicles
Land
Martian Tripod
   The Martian equivalent of a tank, the main body greatly resembles the Saucer used for air combat.  But, it is mounted on 10m long, stilt-like legs.  
   Tech 30, Speed 40kmh/25mph/10, Man. +0, Wt. 24,  Passengers 4 (Commander, Pilot, Gunner, Electronics), 
   TOU 25 (Magnetic Force Field +10/35 can operate for 10 minutes, or 60 rounds), Magna Ray Cannon (D 35 R 3-150/400/1k)

Air
Martian Rocket Cycle 
   A personal craft, capable of flight up to a few hundred feet (approximately 100m).
   Tech 26, flight 100kmh/60mph/12), Man. +4, Wt. 13, Passenger 1 (or 2 humans), TOU 14

Martian Flying Saucer
   The equivalent of a Terran fighter or light passenger jet, capable of achieving orbit
   Tech 30, 4k/2.5k/20 (Orbital Accelerators allow speeds 10x faster but only straight up, or in space),  Man. +4, Wt. 23,  Passengers 8 (or about 12 
humans),  TOU 25 (Magnetic Force Field +10/35 can operate for 10 minutes),  
   Magna Ray Cannon (D 35 R 3-400/1k/2.5k)

Aerial Fortress
   EARTH's mobile forward operating base.  Part aircraft carrier, part battleship, and capable of flight.  Four pairs of 20mm autocannons protect the 
ship against attack, while its 155mm cannons are positioned on the ship's keel, to permit air-to-surface targeting.  Six missile tubes afford the fortress 
the ability to target enemy forces or installations up to almost 30 miles away.  Though not generally known, even to the crew, in the event of true 
desperation, the missile tubes can be loaded with nuclear-tipped ICBMs.
   A wing of F-4 Phantoms, and several Hueys, are carried.  The former are a further component of the Aerial Fortress' offensive capability.  The latter 
are used to transport personnel down for missions or duties that can not be carried out aboard.  The Aerial Fortress also carries a regiment of ground 
troops, which can deploy by parachute or transfer to a docked troop airplane.  For rapid response, nothing can beat the Rocket Rangers.  Air Rangers 
are intended as part of the ship's force projection, while the Army Rangers are intended for heavy assaults where a secure landing zone is not possible.
   The vessel also carries a large science facility, and numerous gadgets may be aboard at any given time.
   Tech 26, 50kmh/30mph/11, Man. -6, Wt. 42, Pass. 6000 crew, pilots, and ground troops, TOU 42
   50 Air Rangers, 30 Army Rangers, 30 Fixed Wing and 12 VTOL aircraft, 4 155mm cannon (D33 A50 R400-1k/6k/25k), 8 20mm Antiaircraft (D27 
A effectively unlimited R3-400/2.5k/4k), 6 missile tubes (D29 A20 each R250-5k/15k/45k), carries 6 Nuclear ICBMs

Water
Sub-Fighter
   A two-man undersea fightercraft.  Not as fast or maneuverable as its airborne cousins, these craft are used by EARTH forces in PROJECT 
POSEIDON to combat Green forces at sea.  Sub-fighters use a form of jet propulsion to attain speeds of over 200 miles per hour (five times the speed
of a conventional fast attack submarine).  The Sub-fighter is armed with a forward autocannon and two auto-loading torpedo tubes.  Russia is 
developing its own Sub-fighters, though their capabilities are not known at this time.

   Sub-Fighter  Tech 27  Speed 350kmh/220mph/15  Man. +2  Weight 18  Passengers 2  TOU 22  20mm Antiaircraft (D27 A10B R3-400/2.5k/4k),
   2 Torpedo Tubes (D27 A4ea. R100-400/1k/4k), Tin Foil Undercoating Power Resistance Martian Mind Control and Radar/Sonar  
   Advantage 3 points

Space
Martian Rocket
   A long range transport, large enough that they are often built into the interior of meteors.  These vessels are for carrying large amounts of Martians 
or their machines across interplanetary distances.  It has limited maneuverability and no known weapons.  These vessels are impractical for planetary 
travel.

   Martian Rocket  Tech 26  Speed (Launch/Landing) 40k/25k/25  (Cruise) 1m/600k/32  Man. -6  Wt. 47  Passengers 1000-100,000  TOU 50



Martian Mind Control 
   A small number of Martians have the power to control minds innately.  But the enslavement of the human race requires more than that.  The 
Martians have created four major forms of Mind Control device.

Personal Mind Control Device
   A two part system, which basically allows any Martian to perform Mind Control.  The Martian wears a partial helmet, which sends and receives 
signals from the slave unit.  The slave unit consists of two trodes placed on the temples of the human to be enslaved.  This would be of limited use if 
they were seen.  So, the trodes have a synthetic skin covering.  Unfortunately – for the Martians, and fortunately for Earth – the covering is a pale 
white color, suitable only for Russians or their nearest neighbors.  If used on even southern, central, or western Europeans, the trodes can be spotted 
(Find DN 13 at the highest).
   The helmet also includes a telepathic function, which allows the Martian to see and hear what is happening to the slave, and directly control their 
actions.

   Personal Mind Control Device  Tech 28  Effect Value 13  Range The trodes must be placed on the target for the device to function.  Afterwards, the 
Martian may allow the slave to travel more than a kilometer away.  The trodes battery lasts about 24 hours.

Mind Control Chair
   The Personal Unit requires a Martian to personally control the subject at all times.  This device can be disguised in a variety of ways, though a hair 
dryer is one that has been used multiple times.  It consists of a chair (obviously).  This usually has restraints, but if disguised as something innocuous,
these are generally omitted.  It also has a overhead unit.  This may either fit directly over the subject's head, or be placed up to five meters above – 
depending on the specific design.  
   The subject is subjected to programming for a few seconds to several hours, depending on the extent of the orders to be followed.  Once this is 
done, the subject will comply.  They may even be instructed to behave normally, or be given a post-hypnotic command, which will activate under 
specified conditions.  In any event, the subject will remain controlled for about a day – though they may be instructed to return for reconditioning
   
   Mind Control Chair Tech 28  Effect Value 15  Range up to 5m  Duration 25 (1 day)

Mind Control Broadcast Tower (I)
   An FM Radio tower, which can send conventional radio signals (as propaganda, or a camouflage for the subliminal signal).  The signal has a range 
of about 100 miles, and affects anyone listening to the signal.  These towers were once used throughout Russia, and are still used for espionage and 
sabotage in the Free World.  And truly dangerous, the mind control component can be carried in a briefcase, and installed in any FM Radio Station.
   
   Mind Control Broadcast Tower (I)  Tech 28  Effect Value 15  Range 160km/100miles/27  Duration 25 (1 day) after exposure.

Mind Control Broadcast Tower (II)
   A more potent device used behind the Iron Curtain, and poised to extend it.  These Towers are placed up to 500km (300 miles) from up to six other 
towers.  Any human not protected from the signal who is inside one of these zones will be subject to Martian control.  There is no need for any 
receiving device.
    Dr. Frest, Rocket Ranger Indigo, and other veterans of the Possibility Wars find these gadgets to be eerily familiar.

   Mind Control Broadcast Tower (II)  This is a Stelae, though it also has the function described above.  Effect Value 15

Special: Power Resistance: Martian Mind Control 
Player Characters may all opt to possess this power.  It is Free.  Power Resistance:Mind Control (2), Martian Only (-1), Must be a Storm Knight (-1)
This grants a +5 bonus to the character's Willpower vs. Martian Mind Control devices/powers, and only Martians.  Characters are assumed to be 
immune to standard devices (no rolls required).
   A Tin foil coating applied to a helmet will protect the wearer in the same way.  Likewise, this paper-thin metal can be added to a vehicle to protect 
the pilot, and counteract Radar or Sonar.

Weird Science Components
Component Cost
Housing $30 (8) for a small hand-held device plus the housing size modifier
System System Value in Dollars
Capacitors/Power Plant
Power Plant System Value +2 in Dollars
Possibility Capacitor $5000
Boosters and Compensators
Booster or Compensator the same as the System being Boosted
Boosted Tools Maximum Action Value in Dollars.



CHAPTER THREE
HISTORY 501 – WWII AND THE COLD WAR

Rising Tide of Darkness
   Adolph Hitler gained ever increasing power in Germany, and Europe, on a platform of opposing the Martians, and the promise of revenge for the 
American imposed peace at the end of the Great War.  Among his foreign allies were the Fascists of Italy and Spain, and the Vichy of France.  Though
the British shared the same concerns, there was no single faction, capable of taking control of Parliament.
   In January 1938, Kaiser Wilhelm died suddenly.  Though there were suspicions of Hitler's involvement, no conclusive evidence was ever found.  
The Chancellor claimed that the Martians were responsible.  In short order, Germany invaded and annexed Austria – an act claimed to protect them 
from Martian predation.
   Though Germany saber rattled for months, it was not until September 1939 that the war began in earnest.  Russian soldiers – at the behest of their 
Martian overlords – invaded Poland, and Germany responded.  Russia had also just annexed Finland.  In April 1940, Germany invaded Denmark and 
Norway.  A month later, they launched the Blitzkrieg, taking Belgium, and driving into France to allow the Vichy to seize control.
   By July, the Axis Powers – which now included Imperial Japan – were fully at war.  They controlled most of central and western Europe, with only 
Britain left to oppose them.  In the east, the Germans would press as far as Leningrad, the siege would hold until Jan. '44.  This was possible due to 
the employment of advanced technology being produced by the S.S. or acquired from the Silent Partner (Mobius).  Japan meanwhile was engaged in 
an invasion of China – ostensibly in an effort to block the Martians from doing so.
   America was reluctant to become involved in foreign affairs.  This ended with the 1940 Presidential Election.  FDR swept in due to his vocal 
opposition of the more totalitarian policies of the last decades, particularly Prohibition and the regulations surrounding GAWSI.  Roosevelt promised 
that he would put America first, and not commit to a foreign war.  But this ended on December 7 th, 1941, when the Japanese attacked the Pearl Harbor
Naval Station.  

World War Two
   Germany, and the Axis were able to fight a two-front war thanks to both technological and magical advantages discovered by the S.S.  They also 
discovered improved methods of production – not true mass production, but enough to manufacture weapons capable of matching the Martians.  
   British and American forces, supported by partisans in other nations pushed the Axis out of North Africa, then pushed into Europe.  Their efforts 
were wildly successful thanks to the return of the Mystery Men in mid-1942 (corresponding to 1995 on Earth).
   Animosity towards the U.S. for what was now being called World War One lead to rivalries among the Allied High Command.  This slowed their 
advance, giving Germany – and Russia – an extra year.  The Allies were able to secure over 2/3s of Germany, and pressed into Berlin.  But the 
Russians surrounded the German capital taking the eastern portion of the country.  Both sides captured top Super Scientists, and many on the Allied 
side called for continuing to push East.  But the leadership was not certain they had the strength to win, and were grateful when the Russians opted to 
negotiate the division of Europe.  The Martians were uncertain about what technology the Allies possessed, and believed that the compromise was 
necessary.
   The War in the Pacific ended a few months later in August 1945 with the use of atomic bombs on Japanese soil.  Unfortunately, with Japan 
defeated, the Martians claimed control of China.  Now, over half of Asia, and much of eastern Europe, had fallen behind a Green Curtain.

The Green Curtain
   In the aftermath of WWII, it was apparent that the Green Menace was the greatest threat to the Human Race in the history of Terra.  The response 
was the formation of the United Nations, and the U.N.s military arm: the Enhanced Army for Retaking Terran Homelands (E.A.R.T.H.)  The U.N. 
was unwilling to directly attack the Martians, but the Martians were afraid to openly attack Western Europe or the Americas.  
   During the war, the Mystery Men, already tired from years of war against Doctor Mobius, simply rolled up their sleeves and enlisted to fight the 
new war.  Afterwards, public opinion about these costumed heroes had changed.  The U.N. requested their service as a part of E.A.R.T.H.  But those 
who didn't want to fight on foreign soil were no longer criminalized for fighting crime at home.  
   The first major challenge of the Cold War came when the Russians cut off the roads and railways into West Berlin in mid-'48.  E.A.R.T.H. 
responded with a massive airlift.  A massive formation of cargo aircraft brought daily shipments of food in, and carried out thousands of civilians – 
anyone willing to go.  By the following April, more food was coming in by air than had previously been delivered by rail.  The Russians, fearing 
direct combat, allowed rail traffic to resume.  (What scientists would love to know, is why West Berlin has remained immune to Mind Control 
broadcasts).
   In 1950, a new offensive began.  The Martians' Chinese minions attempted to bring Korea under the aliens' influence.  Terran forces countered, 
supporting the free Southern portion of the peninsula.  This lasted until July 1953, when stalemate lead to a cease fire.   A decade later and the border 
is still a hotspot.
   Both sides sought new opportunities to check the other, and both constantly are inventing new forms of Super Science.  These fantastic advances in 
technology also lead to strange experiments, and stranger accidents – which became the origins of a new form of costumed men and women – 
Superheroes and Supervillains.  
   
The recent history of Terra continues in Chapter Five – Flashpoints.



CHAPTER FOUR
ORGANIZATIONS

E.A.R.T.H.
   The United Nations of Terra, as one of its first acts, formed a multi-national task force, part army, part intelligence agency, for the express purpose 
of combating the Green Menace.  Dubbed the Enhanced Army for the Retaking of Terran Homelands (or E.A.R.T.H.) this force is comprised heavily 
of US assets – particularly the Rocket Rangers – but includes soldiers and equipment from around the free world.
   Individual countries that have joined the UN are required to provide a minimum percentage of their overall military – either budget or troops and 
materiel – to E.A.R.T.H.  In many cases, these troops continue to operate in their homeland, providing a large force of troops to back up more mobile 
elite units.  E.A.R.T.H. units are supposed to have authority over any situation they are involved in, but in practice they are resented, since they have 
no personal stake, and tend to have a superior attitude.
   E.A.R.T.H. has several internal divisions, each with its own specialized mission.  These Projects will occasionally work together, but generally, are 
focused on their own specific field of battle.

Terran Combat Divisions
Project ATHENA – Army/Air Force
   One of the largest forces in E.A.R.T.H.  Athena was the first official division, prior to the separation of the Air Force from the Army in America.  
Athena units are all equipped with the same gear – which is almost entirely American.  This does not sit well with units in foreign countries, and 
helps to emphasize the rift between an E.A.R.T.H. command and a national force.
   Athena forces are stationed in nearly every flashpoint on the planet, as well as in every nation bordering the Green Curtain.  The elite of Athena are 
stationed on the Aerial Fortress (see Chapter Two) for rapid deployment anywhere they might be needed.

Project POSEIDON – Navy/Marine/submarine warfare
   The second division, Poseidon defends the other 2/3s of the surface of Terra, as well as the depths below.  Poseidon forces are built around Carrier 
groups – with the Enterprise-class being the most common.  In addition to surface ships, Poseidon also deploys Marine forces for rapid, heavy 
assaults.
   Poseidon has also begun to change the shape of submarine warfare.  In addition to traditional subs – like the Sturgeon-class – Poseidon employs 
one-man submarine fighters, and maintains the undersea city known as the Pacific Seabase.

Project HERMES – covert ops
   The third division is comprised of spies, and law enforcement personnel, drawn from the ranks of both military and civilian agencies.  These agents 
are exceptionally skilled, and given tremendous authority to make decisions in the field without oversight.  They have a license to kill, and are often 
capable of infiltrating any enemy operation and take it down almost singlehandedly.

Project HERACLES – superheroes
   A recent division, and the smallest in actual numbers – but possibly the most powerful.  There are only seven members of Heracles at the moment.  
Lead by the Olympian, they fight Martians, evil scientists, and costumed supervillains, in situations too great for any single hero.  Heracles members 
maintain a base of operations in New York City, where one member is always on hand for monitor duty.  The others may either use teleportation 
tubes, or travel under their own power, from their home cities as needed.
   Due to the unwanted attention their base draws, plans are underway to relocate their base to space in the next decade.  This should also dramatically
increase the range of their teleportation network.
   Members include: Olympian (Paragon), Rapido (Speedster), Lady Tracer (Archer), Bloodhound (Detective/Tech), Occulto (Sorcerer), Storm Lad 
(Flier/Bolter), Sea Sovereign (Paragon/Bolter)

Project HADES – subterranean warfare/exploration 
   A very recent addition to E.A.R.T.H., Hades exists to fight the Martians beneath the surface of Terra.  This division does have conventional infantry 
and cavalry soldiers, but also has a sizable number of scientists and explorers.  Hades is responsible for the discovery of the Terra Interior, a vast 
world inside Terra, which has unfortunately become a new front in the war against the Martians.  (For more details see Chapter Five)

Space Divisions
Project APOLLO – permanent space presence
   The only currently active aspect of E.A.R.T.H.'s space initiative.  Apollo is currently engaged in orbital test flights involving two-man capsules, 
though plans for three-man capsules capable of traveling to the moon and back should come to fruition within the next few years.  Once this stage of 
Apollo has been completed, other divisions – currently only theoretical – will become active.

Project ZEUS – orbital weapons platforms
   Zeus was the lord of the sky, capable of hurling lightning bolts down from on high.  Project Zeus will comprise orbital weapons platforms capable 
of defending Terra from Martian spacecraft, as well as targeting the enemy on the ground using long-range missiles or energy weapons.  Zeus will 
also be the first division to employ space marines, and possibly a Space Ranger armor.  This project is expected to be fully operational by 1970.

Project ARTEMIS – moonbase
   Artemis is a planned Moonbase, providing a long-range observation post to spy on the Martians, as well as a construction site for building the ships 
needed for Project Ares.  Plans call for Artemis to begin construction by 1970.

Project ARES – Martian counter-invasion
   The ultimate end goal of Apollo and E.A.R.T.H. is a plan to take the fight to Mars, force the enemy into a defensive war.  Possibly even force them 
to surrender.  At present, this division serves as a research unit studying Martian physiology, psychology, and culture.  There is no timetable for an 
actual counter attack.



Science Divisions
Project VULCAN – R&D
   Founded by the legendary Dr. Alexus Frest, Vulcan is responsible for almost all Superscience equipment used by E.A.R.T.H. from armored cloth 
and rayguns all the way to the Aerial Fortress, Pacific Seasbase, and Saturn V Rocketships.  In addition to numerous secret bases, Vulcan personnel 
are assigned to all E.A.R.T.H. installations to provide technical support, and to provide analysis of captured enemy technology.

Project HERA – fallback colony
   Though Terrans have a never say die attitude, and will fight to the bitter end, there are some who acknowledge the possibility that the Martians will 
conquer Terra.  To ensure that Terra will live on, Dr. Frest has been personally tasked with locating a new cosm, and establishing a colony – one 
which will carry the art, literature, and history of Terra; and be populated by the best and brightest from around the globe. (For more information, see 
chapter 6)

Martians – The Green Menace

Martians
AGI 9 DEX 9 STR 11 END 12 TOU 12 PER 15 MIN 14 CHA 7 SPI 4 P 0-3
Dodge 10, fire combat 10, energy weapons 11, maneuver 11, stealth 13, unarmed combat 12, Vehicle Piloting: Air 17, land 16, space 17, 
find 16, first aid 16,   tracking 17, trick 17, Science 17, weird science 16, Charm 8, persuasion 8, Taunt 14, intimidation 14, willpower 14
Inclination: Unknown. While the Martians seem to be Evil, there is evidence that they may not be subject to Terra's World Law regarding 
inclinations - they may actually define a new "side" of the coin.
Equipment: Personal radio receiver, medical kit
Gadgets: Magna Ray Gun (electro-ray value 23; range 3-25/60/100), X-ray Lenses (x-ray value 12), Rocket Cycle (flight value 12), Chameleon 
Belts (chameleon value 14)
Pulp Powers: Some Martians (very few; 1 in 1024) possess the ability to control the thought patterns of humans. 
This power has the same effects as Terran Mind Control. It is unknown whether Terran Martians can obtain other pulp powers.
   Some – possibly a sub-species – possess pincers instead of normal digits (STR+4/15)
Mentality: As stated before, we don't know why they have decided to invade our world. Astronomers can only guess that perhaps they have 
outgrown or over exploited their own world and require ours as a replacement. They also surmise that none of the other planets in the
solar system would be capable of supporting their life. The outer planets are too cold for them and anything closer them the Earth appears to be too 
warm.  Even Earth's cooler areas are tough on their systems.  
   Their four-fingered hands appear to be a clue to their mentality. Their most common groupings are in singles, fours or sixteens, all multiples of four.
However, additional units of 2 and 8 have been seen as well. Military units generally come in flights of 16 or 32  ships.
Technology: They seem to be capable of understanding our own technology and they definitely have an understanding of weird science. Many of 
their forces have commandeered Russian tanks and planes. 
   Their spaceships seem to ride upon magnetically-powered "legs." They are also capable of generating brief-duration force fields of enormous 
strength.  While their shields are in place, no Terran weapon can reach them. The energy beams mounted in fixed forward positions on their 
spaceships are devastating in power; they can level buildings with ease. Fortunately, in our atmosphere, their ships are relatively slow.

   In the last twenty-five years, since the preceding report was written, surprisingly little more has been learned about the Martians.
Physiology: study of dead bodies, and living Martians has provided a working understanding of their biology.  Martians are not much different from 
Terran life in many ways.  They eat, breath; they have hearts, lungs, stomachs, brains.  They have brought viruses and bacteria from Mars – some of 
which is harmful to Terrans.  And in turn, some Terran maladies will affect Martians.  Though, any chance they might be wiped out by the common 
cold is long passed.
   Martians have two sexes, though only males are present on Earth.  Females may look similar to males, or be extremely different.
   Martians have the potential for powers.  Mind Control and Pincers being the most common.
Psychology: Martians have a need to dominate that seems almost Tharkoldu.  They may not be Evil, but they behave in a manner that is close enough
as to make no difference.  Martians can laugh, and find amusement, though it more often involves cruelty.  They can experience most of the other 
emotions common to Terrans.  But they lack empathy, and seem to care only for themselves.
Culture: Martian society is very regimented.  There are those who lead, and those who follow.  The fact females are not involved in the invasion (on 
this end at least) suggests that they are either greatly subservient – not suited for the work – or that they are in charge, and above such menial tasks.
   Martians have literature and entertainment, which centers around the concept of superiors rising to their natural position, and inferiors accepting 
their place.  They also seem to enjoy some Terran entertainment, though in their territories it is shaped to their ends.  Their movies, books, and other 
fiction is based upon the idea that the state is right, and anyone who defies it is wrong.  What would be the heroes of Western stories are the 
antagonists of Russian or Chinese works.  And the protagonists are justified in treating their foes with brutality – beating, torturing, or even worse.
Conquered Populace: Humans have formed a nuance in Martian society.  Most of the populace of occupied territories are subject to mind control.  
For the most part, they have a semblance of free will.  They are incapable of thinking about disobedience, any act of defiance or any crime which 
affects the state.  Crimes against other humans are not prohibited.  This means that there is very little overt crime, and resistance is hard to hide.  
   There is a human ruling class, these are mostly possibility-rated and immune to the broadcast mind control.  These humans are universally evil, and 
enjoy the wealth, privilege, and authority of their positions.  Though they have no direct authority over even the lowest of Martians, not all Martians 
have authority over them.  One of their perks is to have anyone they wish placed under stronger control, puppets for their amusement.  This pleases 
the Martians as well.
High Lord: The Martian Commander serves as High Lord of Terra.  It was Heketon's intent that the Martian Commander would claim control over 
Doctor Mobius' home cosm, just as the Warlock had done on Magna Verita.  The Darkness Device could not know that the World Storm would 
reshape Khem, creating a new cosm for the Pulp High Lord.
   So now, the Martian Commander operates an invasion of Terra for his own purposes.  His efforts are almost entirely disconnected from the greater 
war on Earth.  As such, he is given little support from the Obsidian Heart, only a supply of Stelae as needed.  For now this is sufficient. But once 
Terra is defeated, he will desire new worlds to conquer.  Already he is investigating routes to Khem, and other Pocket Dimensions that have natural 
connections to Terra.



Nazis
   In the final days of the war, it was clear that Germany would lose.  With the Allies pressing in from the west, and the Russians from the east, troops 
and resources falling, their destiny was fading.  So many of the High Command fled the country for neutral countries in South America.  Where they 
could, they took troops, weapons, and money.  Always money.  
   In the confusion, it took months – even years – to discover that these men had not died.  Longer still to find them.
   By that time, they had entrenched.  They gathered other survivors, and youths that believed in their cause.  They built factories, and began 
constructing new, improved weaponry.  Knowing that they would never have the numbers, they would need superior technology and elite soldiers.
   Their purpose is to liberate, and reunite Germany.  To drive the Martians from Terra.  To conquer all the lesser races of the world.  And establish the 
Fourth Reich.
   The Nazis are a terrorist organization, comprised of “pure” Aryans.  Every man, woman, and child has responsibilities.  While soldiery is men's 
work; women can work in factories, or as spies; and children have the duty to learn, to train.  Shirking is punished harshly.  In addition to advanced 
machinery, they also pursue advances in eugenics (Super Soldiers and other Powers), the occult (Sorcery, ancient artifacts, and Eternity Shards), and 
even strange items gathered from other cosms.
   For the most part, they only plan, prepare, and build.  But on occasion, small forces will be sent out on special missions.  The capture of a scientist, 
elimination of a person that speaks to loudly of action against them, or even targeting E.A.R.T.H. or Martian forces.
   They are able to endure because they are hidden, and they seem so inconsequential compared to the Martian threat.

D.O.O.M.
From "The Doomsayers," Terror Tales, issue #47:
   We gather at night in abandoned buildings, the rich, the powerful, the elite of Terra. With our secret sign, we commence the rituals, a coven of 
masked faces, praying to Evil for the secret of eternal life. To obtain our nefarious goal, we sacrifice the blood of innocents, so that we may exchange 
their souls for our own personal power. 
   Our numbers are great, and we grow stronger with each passing day.  Evil has already rewarded us with power beyond your feeble imaginations.  
But that is nothing compared with the promised reward of immortality, which will allow our reign of terror to go on forever!
   You who would stand in our way sacrifice your own souls to the all-encompassing power of Evil. As your final hour draws ever closer, know that 
we will destroy all that you hold dear before mercifully ending your lives. 
   Our members hold the highest positions in society: bankers, businessmen, mobsters, and politicians. By night we perform the sacraments of Evil, 
and by day we walk. among you, spreading our power and influence to all comers of the globe. You have no hope!

   Once this organization was a coven, a secret cult, but always they were Evil men and women of power, with a desire for immortality.  The leaders 
called themselves Magisters, and dressed in black robes, and concealing half-masks.  Today, D.O.O.M. Can be found in places of power around the 
globe: Washington D.C., London, Delhi, New York, Rome, Hong Kong, Chicago, Los Angeles, and many others.  
   Their leaders still can be found among legitimate business, government, crime syndicates, and even as actors.  Their followers might never even 
know the true nature of those that employ them.  The Magisters operate their individual concerns, and further their own agendas.  But they answer to 
a secret cabal.  This Inner Circle coordinates the efforts of the Magisters.  To what purpose is unknown.  (Few are even aware of the existence of 
D.O.O.M.)

   All Magisters and the Inner Circle possess Sorcery.  They possess a unique spell, usable only by those of Evil such as themselves.  Based on 
Vampirism, this spell siphon's the possibility energy of a human sacrifice, granting it – and a year of life – to the Magister.
   Other common spells include: Body Armor, Darkness, Emotion Control, Energy Bolt (Fire or Magic), Hex, Machine Interface, Poison Secretion, 
and Super-attribute.



CHAPTER FIVE
FLASHPOINTS

Europe
   Eastern Europe is under the control of the Martians.  Strangely, they have merged some nations, but left others intact.  They control Russia, 
Ukraine, Romania, Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and several smaller countries.  Their sphere of influence extends into 
Asia in the east (See below).

Moscow 
   Details from the heart of Martian power are scarce, and only rumors escape.  Rumors of vast labor camps in the wilderness – some for farming, 
others for military production, some just for the sake of making the slave labor toil.  The palaces of the Tsar and his followers are now given over to 
the Martians.
   Most significantly, there are masked individuals, who defy the government and law enforcement, stealing valuables, destroying buildings and 
monuments of import.  They act just like the villains of the west.  This is the resistance.
   Premier Anatoli Maksimov is – officially – the leader of Russia.  He makes weekly speeches regarding the corrupt nature of the west, and how 
Russia will rule the world.  He is cruel, and enjoys crushing the freedoms of others.  But – and this is the terrifying part – he is not as bad as some that
might succeed him.

Berlin
   This city is in the heart of East Germany, and should rightfully be under their complete control.  And yet, the western half of the city remains free.  
A wall, and many checkpoints, restrict travel.  And any who try to escape to the free city face being gunned down.  Or taken alive and tortured.
   But the west takes these same risks, in order to slip Project HERMES agents into occupied territory.  All while watching for Martian agents 
pretending to defect.

Romania
   Though the Transylvanian nation is under Martian control, there are stories that even they do not have full authority.  There is a story, of an ancient 
prince, who lived on after death.  The people fear him for his evil, but revere him as a liberator.  Recently, Romanians escaping to the south have 
brought reports that Martian loyalists are being picked off.  More have been sent in, and they have also disappeared.  Many believe that Count 
Dracula is behind it.

Greece
   The union of Greece and Cyprus has been objected to by many on the island for nearly ten years now.  And Martian agents have been supporting 
Cypriot villains in staging terror attacks against the Greek mainland.  E.A.R.T.H. forces have also based in the area, and have been working to 
liberate Albania.  At present, the small state is no longer considered part of the Martian sphere, but it may take several years before it is truly free.

Istanbul
   There have been a recent spate of killings – seemingly random.  Politicians, soldiers, police, criminals.  One of the dead men was revealed to have a
ring with the signet of D.O.O.M.  It is unknown who is behind these acts.

Rome
   Maximus Caesar is building a legion at his villa in the foothills outside the city.  He has promised to take the city, and restore the Roman Empire.  
His rhetoric hearkens back two thousand years.  But it also echoes speeches some veteran heroes recall from another time and place.  Caesar's plans, 
his organization, it all resembles the work of Doctor Mobius and his Nile Empire.  Could the renegade pharaoh be planning his return?

Monaco
   A tiny nation along the Mediterranean between Italy and France.  Monaco is famed for its beaches, racing and casinos, which bring tourists from 
around the free world – and agents from behind the Green Curtain.  What most do not know is that there is a Project VULCAN lab in the city.

Paris
   Center of culture, art, fashion, and learning for Europe and the western world.  As such it is a target.  The Martians want nothing more than to see 
the city subverted to their cause, or destroyed.  

London
   European headquarters for E.A.R.T.H.  While military forces of ATHENA and POSEIDON are outside the city proper, HERMES operates from 
secret offices in the city.
   There has been a new musical style growing in England, based on the Blues from America.  This “Rock and Roll” is very popular with teens and 
young adults, and is popularized by musicians who seem a bit unruly at times.  This has made many suspect that it might be a part of some new form 
of Martian mind control plot.  And in fact, the Green Menace has recognized its potential for just that purpose.



Asia
   Russian forces swept in on a China in disarray in the summer of 1945, and placed the nation under Martian control.  From there, much of central 
Asia was also annexed by the Russians, while the Chinese have sought to dominate smaller nations along their border.  There are several battle fronts 
in East Asia, some of which are decidedly hot.  

Hong Kong
   Leased to the UK until 1997, Hong Kong is a melding of traditional Chinese and English cultures.  The city, along with the nearby island of Taiwan 
remain free of Martian control, though Hong Kong itself is a mystery.  The Martians and their thralls could easily have invaded the coastal city.  Or 
their mind control broadcasts should have brought it under their power.  But they haven't.
   Hong Kong stands as the regional headquarters for E.A.R.T.H. with heavy army, navy and air force assets at hand.

Tokyo
   Since the end of the war, Japan has become an ally to the west.  E.A.R.T.H. provides the country with military forces, while the National Police 
serve as a purely defensive agency.  To counter the international restrictions on Japanese power, their scientists have provided options to make their 
small force more potent.  They have recently unveiled Bionics – a form of implanted super science gadget.  These provide the user with enhanced 
strength or senses, internal armor or weapons, and various other 

Korea
   In 1950, the Chinese supported a new puppet government in northern Korea.  E.A.R.T.H. responded to defend the free south, and open conflict 
raged for four years.  As of now, there is a cease fire holding the line at the 48th parallel.  At any time, the shooting could start again.  

Vietnam
   Only months after the Korean conflict ended, the Chinese sent aid to an independence movement in Vietnam wanting to kick out French colonial 
power.  E.A.R.T.H. soldiers have replaced the French, but they are losing ground.  Many Vietnamese want the west out, and refuse to see the danger 
of the Martians.  The southern government might fall – to northern forces, or internal coup.  And there is precious little that can be done by outsiders.

Bombay
   In the late '40s, India staged a peaceful protest – attaining independence from the British.  Then in short order, the country split – forming a new 
nation, Pakistan, for the Muslims of the region.  Today, the country is becoming an economic power, producing goods for the rest of the world.  
   Just as the Indians used peaceful means to push out the British, they have expressed a desire not to be drawn into the war between E.A.R.T.H. and 
the Martians.  Many believe this will simply make them an easy target for the Martians to conquer through subterfuge.

Hidden Kingdom
   In 1953, explorers planning to scale Mount Everest discovered a city hidden in the Himalayas.  They returned with stories of fantastic architecture, 
powerful relics made of pure Eternium, and the use of fantastic martial arts and sorcery.  E.A.R.T.H. expeditionary forces have tried in vein since then
to find this city, and persuade them to join in the defense of Terra.

Africa and the Middle East
   Many nations throughout the region were once under the control of Europe, and some of these have been as willing as Vietnam to accept aid from 
the Martians to drive out the foreigners.  There has also been a growing number of military coups replacing monarchies with republics.

Egypt
   A prime example of this trend.  Military forces replaced the king with a prime minister, who has made the nationalization of the Suez Canal, and 
reclamation of Arab land on their border a priority.  This has made Egypt a potential ally for the Martians, and an opponent to E.A.R.T.H. 
   It has also come to the attention of all parties that there is a Gate in the Valley of the Kings, leading to the world of Set in the cosm of Khem.

Israel
   Hitler needed a scapegoat, someone in Germany he could blame for helping America devastate them for WWI.  He blamed the Jews, and tried to 
wipe them out.  Afterwards, the U.N. offered the survivors a homeland of their own.  The restoration of their ancient nation.  But to create Israel, they 
had to claim land that had been home to Arab peoples for centuries.
   This has lead to almost constant conflict between the Israelis and their neighbors.  Thus far, they have prevailed through advanced weaponry 
supplied by the west and sheer determination.  If E.A.R.T.H. becomes involved, the region will swiftly become a major front between Terra and Mars.
So it must stay between Israel, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and Jordan.

Former Colonies
   European powers no longer hold sway in the Middle East, and have been driven out of Africa.  There is a plan to establish an Organization of 
African Unity – a continental equivalent to the U.N. - to mediate disputes among their members, and present a united front to outsiders.  
   While European governments have been forced out, their influence, and business interests, remain.  And some unscrupulous individuals see 
opportunities, and have taken over the exploitation of their fellows for money. 



Latin America
Argentina and the Amazon
   Nazi forces congregated in Argentina after the war, and have considerable control of the government and industry.  As they grew, they built several 
bases in isolated parts of the jungle.  Their army trains and operates from these secret locations.
   One such base, built on a plateau, has slipped through a dimensional warp, and exists simultaneously on Terra, and in the Southern Land on Earth.

Cuba
   In 1959, a Martian backed revolution took power in the island nation.  Since that time, E.A.R.T.H. has tried to drive them out.  This is coming to a 
head, as Cuban-based mind control broadcasts are now being used to influence civilians in southern Florida.  Something must give.  Either Martian 
influence must go, or America will fall.

North America
New York
   The headquarters of the United Nations are in New York City.  This has brought world leaders from around the world, and influence from Russia 
and D.O.O.M.  

Washington D.C.
   Following the war, new facilities were built outside the U.S. capitol.  The Hexagon, supreme headquarters for E.A.R.T.H. From here, the joint 
armies, navies, air forces, and espionage agencies of the free world are coordinated.  Generals, admirals, strategists, and analysts all work night and 
day to beat back the Martian invaders.

Cape Canaveral and Houston
   At President Fitzgerald's direction, a space program – Project APOLLO – has been formed.  The coast of Florida has been made into a rocket base, 
while Mission Control has been set up in Texas.  This was a motivator in the Cuban Mental Crisis.  If this program succeeds, then it will be possible 
for Terra to block further Martian ships coming, and even take the fight back to the red planet.

Pittsburgh, Roswell, and Area 51
   The Pitt, the site of a Martian meteor impact on October 31st, 1935 was devastated.  The massive crater, and the battlefield around it, have yielded 
up a wealth of Martian technology.  In July 1947, an advanced scout crash landed near Roswell, New Mexico.  The Air Force silenced this, but the 
ship was salvageable.
   All of this has been taken to a secret facility in the Nevada desert.  Area 51, a Project VULCAN lab.  From here the best minds on Terra study the 
Martian technology, leading to great advances in Superscience, and in more mundane technology.

Alaska
   With only a few miles of ocean separating it from Russia, Alaska is a logical target for the Martians.  So, E.A.R.T.H. has a large force here to 
prevent the enemy from crossing the Bering Strait.  

Elsewhere
Australia
   Isolated, the island continent has not yet become a front in the war.  The Australians fear their peaceful land is a prime target.

Antarctica
   Terrans want the unspoiled nature of the south pole to remain unspoiled.  But the Martians think there is something of value to be found there.  
Which means E.A.R.T.H. must oppose them, and find out what they want.

Pacific and  Atlantic Oceans
  The Pacific Seabase, Hawaii, and Japan all have large naval forces and the Martians have little influence there.  The Atlantic is less safe, with 
Russian ships able to come and go throughout the region.

Terra Interior
   Terra is not a solid ball of rock.  The planet's crust is one thousand miles thick.  Below that, the world is hollow.  An inner sun lights this world, and 
provides the heat that makes life on the surface possible.  Where there is land on the surface, there is water below, and vice versa.  Thus, most of the 
inner world is land.  Far more territory than the surface.  
   Explorers from Project HADES report that some radiation, or localized axiom conditions render most non-superscience technology inert within a 
short period of time.  The exact amount is uncertain as time seems to function differently as well.  Some expeditions have spent months or years, only
to return hours after they departed.  While some others have spent only hours and returned long after they were thought lost.  
   Before this was discovered, many relief expeditions were sent to recover lost predecessors, only to run into trouble themselves. 
   The locals are mostly stone or bronze age, and rely more heavily on mysticism and superstition.  In many ways, Terra Interior seems to match the 
nature of the Land Below as discovered beneath Earth, though the World Laws of Terra function side by side with Savagery.
   There is no detailed map, and no complete accounting of the many tribes found in this realm.  But in addition to humans, there are many creatures 
that would be at home in the Lost Worlds.



CHAPTER SIX
POCKET DIMENSIONS

Khem
   The most well known of Terra's pocket dimensions.  Originally, Khem was a small island in the Pacific.  The followers of Sutenhotep fled there 
from Egypt, and waited until he could be resurrected.  After Sutenhotep – now Doctor Mobius – claimed the Darkness Device Kefertiri, he moved the
island into a pocket dimension from which he could launch the conquest of the ten empires.
   Khem has since been enlarged into a full cosm of its own.  See the Khem Cosmbook for details.

Mythic Realms
   There are many such pocket dimensions, all of which link to both Terra and Earth (and probably other cosms).  Atlantis, Avalon, Olympus, and 
many others representing the legends of various civilizations.  Gates to these realms can be found in isolated places.  The most prominent gate is the 
Bermuda Triangle – a zone the size of several stelae zones.  Ships or planes passing through this area might be drawn into Atlantis.
   Avalon has links in Cornwall, Glastonbury, and other places across England.  Olympus has gates in Greece, notably one near the summit of Mt. 
Olympus itself.  
   There are also links to the realms of the Aesir, Vanir, and other Norse myths in Scandinavia; Persian and Arabian realms in the Middle East; 
Chinese, Meso-American, and many others.

Demeter (Terra Nova)
   Doctor Alexus Frest is heading up Project HERA, a plan for Terran culture to survive if the cosm falls to the Martians.  The plan is to find a 
habitable cosm, and gate a sufficient number of the best and brightest there.  These men and women will carry with them the art, literature, and 
accumulated knowledge of Terra, and begin again.
   Demeter is a promising find.  Similar to Terra in some respects.  But with no signs of civilization or intelligent life.  At least, none that remains.  
Lacking people, Demeter has no apparent Axioms or World Laws.  Despite this, all members of the expedition are provided with talismans, and the 
colony has a hardpoint.

   Demeter is part of a binary star system.  It is in the third or five orbits of the primary yellow dwarf.  The second star – a red dwarf – has four major 
planets and nearly twenty smaller planetoids and moons.  The system shares three gas giants and a cometary cloud.  Dr. Frest believes that this system
may be a look into what Terra might have been.
   Sol A is the Yellow Dwarf, it is orbited by a lifeless rock (Mercury), a hothouse (Venus), Demeter (aka Terra Nova) with its single moon, the red 
planet (Mars) and her two moons, and Ceres (see below).  The Red Dwarf, Sol B's major worlds are volcanically active Io, Europa – which may be 
capable of sustaining life, massive Ganymede (bigger than Mercury in both cosms), and Callisto which resembles Mars atmospherically.
   The outer system is Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.  There may be other terrestrial bodies beyond that.

   Demeter itself is, so far as can be determined, the same size as Terra.  It has one single continent, about 70,000 miles across.  Climate is cool 
temperate in the northern and southern extremes of the Pangaean continent, and warm temperate to tropical as it approaches the equator.  Terrain 
includes mountains, desert, grasslands, forests, jungles, swamps – just about everything except arctic.
   Dinosaurs, and overly large, and predatory, insects and mammals are common.  But a few sites have been discovered, with almost entirely eroded 
buildings.  What happened to this ancient civilization is unknown.  However, there is enough evidence to show that the former natives were human, 
and were comparable to Terra (late 19th century to late 20th century, Tech 19-24).  What tragedy destroyed them?  Did any survive?  If so, where did 
they go?  Are they truly gone?

Ceres
Ceres is also habitable, though less comfortably.  It has an elliptical orbit – 1680 days (equivalent to 4 years 219days on Demeter, or Terra), with a 
very long, and hot summer when it nears Sol B.  At aphelion (the furthest points from the sun) it experiences winter.  From late in first winter, through
spring/autumn, and into early second winter, Ceres has nights.  But from mid-second winter through summer, and to the beginning of the next first 
winter, at least one sun is visible at all times.
   Between this, and the planet's volcanic and geological activity, there is rampant greenhouse conditions.  Thus even in winter, or at the poles, there is
little truly cold weather, and snow and ice are very rare.
   Human civilization and animal life are greatly affected by this.  Life on Ceres is tied to the elements, with many creatures having innate powers.

Axioms
Magic 7 
   Equivalent to Earth before the war.  Rare, minor use of Divination, Apportation, and Alteration.

Social 17 
   Psychology is beginning to be understood, but economic theory is still beyond them.

Spirit 9
   There is considerable spirituality based on veneration of the elements and related spirits.  However, there is little direct evidence of divine power 
through miracles.  Equivalent to Earth before the war.

Tech 19
   Equivalent to Gaea.



World Laws
Drama, Action, and Heroism – as per Terra.  
   The laws permit weird science in the form of steam and clockwork-based technologies.  And about 60% of the natives possess Elemental 
Manipulation in one of the four classical elements.  Elemental Sheath may also be found in exceptional individuals.

Culture
   Ceres has four major nation-states, with the most powerful being the Equatorial-based [Water] Empire.  The empire is based on archipelagos 
stretching across much of central Ceres.  They conquered the largest continent, the southern realm of the [Earth Kingdom] about two generations ago.
They blamed the Earth Manipulators for the constant earthquakes, thinking it was either deliberate, or a side effect of their careless use of power.  
Anyone found in the Empire practicing Earth Manipulation faces execution.
   The empire has since turned its ire toward the highly volcanic western continent of the [Fire] Tribes, for similar reasons.  
   The isolated [Air] city-states of the shattered, and mountainous northern continent were initially receptive to imperial beliefs about the Earth 
Manipulators, but have become less certain as the world has not improved in their absence.  They have offered shelter to those fleeing the empire, and
some city-states have even sent military support to the other two nations.


